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8 Cash Awards to Professional Engineers 

7 Cash Awards to College Engineering Students 

No Geographic Restriction PO 

This competition involves the design of an overpass Competition Editor, Room 1831, 

structure in steel to carry a two-lane highway at | American Bridge Division, 

right angles over a four-lane interstate highway 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 

on level terrain un accordance with standards for Please send me a copy of your $44,000 Steel Highway Bridge 

today’s modern highways. For complete informa- | Design Competition entry booklet. 

tion, just fill in and mail the coupon and get started | 

with your desten without delay. Deadline for entries | Nai@:ssccy 2 cnesenres somewenan 25. cu ab ore eeee eee 
is May 31, 1959. | 

USS is a registered trademark | 
| Professional or Design Engineer } een eeeee 
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OULr imagination General Motors engineers pre-check inertial guidance systems for 

ballistic missiles in a “raceway” simulating actual missile wiring. 

has ad chance Men like these are deeply involved in today’s fastest moving and fastest 
growing industry . . . electronics. At General Motors engineers and 
scientists have a chance to develop their talents to the fullest . . . to let 

lo SOALr at their imaginations soar. 

You, too, can have a chance to put your imagination into operation at 
GM. Every facet of engineering and science is found among General 

CHCTA. otors Motors 35 divisions and 126 plants: automobiles, diesel engines, astro- 
nautics, appliances, rocket propulsion and solar energy . . . these are 

GM positions now available in these fields for Just a few of the fields open to the inquiring mind. 

men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's To learn more about your opportunities at General Motors, write GM 
degrees: Mechanical Engineering S Electrical Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. Find out why men with imagina- 

Engineering * Industrial Engineering * Metal- tion ike to work at General Motors. 
lurgical Engineering * Chemical Engineering « 
Aeronautical Engineering * Ceramic Engineer- ~ TIA ey ae - . 
ing * Mathematics ¢ Industrial Design ¢ GE NERAL MOTORS PERSONNEL STAFF 
Physics ¢ Chemistry * Engineering Mechanics. Whaul d A EU DETROIT 2, MICH. 
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J Reeder joined Westingh in 1955 

ki jet aircraft t 
At 26, James R. Reeder, a 1955 BSEE graduate of You can, too, if you’ve got ambition and you’re a man 
Vanderbilt University, is fast becoming an expert on of exceptional ability. Our broad product line and 

aircraft electrical systems. Now the project engineer in decentralized operations provide a diversity of challeng- 

charge of designing and developing control and protec- ing opportunities for talented engineers. Guided missile 
tive equipment for the AC electrical system of North controls, atomic power, automation, radar, semicon- 

American’s A8J-1 twin jet fighter, he previously de- ductors, and large power equipment are only a few of 
signed transistorized protective equipment for the power the fascinating career fieldsto be found at Westinghouse. 
system in the Boeing 707 Stratocruiser. Why not find out now about the cpportunities for 

Most important, Jim Reeder is doing exactly what he you at Westinghouse? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle, 
wants to be doing. Upon completion of the Westinghouse Westinghouse Educational Department, Ardmore & 
Student Training Course, he was assigned to the Aircraft Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania. 
Equipment Department in Lima, Ohio. He has sub- 
mitted 12 patent disclosures (which have resulted in 
awards totaling more than $800.00); and he has four you CAN BE SURE...1F ITS 

U.S. patents pending. Active in the AIEE, he has com- —- 
pleted more than half the work required for his MSEE @ 
at the University of Pittsburgh through the Westinghouse E€ S t 1 n ou S e€ 

Graduate Study Program. 

dim Reeder is one of many talented young engineers WATCH “WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL-DESI ARNAZ SHOWS" 
who are finding rewarding careers with Westinghouse. CBS-TV MONDAYS 
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i you have real ability, the coach or team manager will perhaps work with vat dyes, antioxidants, electro-static 
recognize it because they are constantly on the lookout precipitators, or—well you can almost name your subject. 

for potential star performers. We're that diversified. 

And so it goes at Koppers. Let’s say we hire you. We Maybe your forte is administration, product develop- 
give you an assignment and a chance to show your stuff. ment, marketing or sales. Whatever it is, you'll find it at 
We watch you. We evaluate your ability, your potential. Koppers. But first, you’ve got to let us know about you. 
But we don’t judge you solely on one job. We move you Why not write to the Manager of Manpower Planning, 
around. Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. Or, 

You find the work stimulating, challenging, interesting. see your College Placement Director and arrange an ap- 
In time, you show us how versatile you are. pointment with a Koppers representative for the next re- 

And what happens? You move up. Up in prestige, up in cruiting visit. 
responsibility, up in compensation. 

If yow’re young—so much the better. The seniority of | Aan 
others won’t hold you back. If you have ability, we’ll know f a 
it. And you'll know we know it! KOPPER S _[koppers| 

Are you an engineer? How would you like to do research iY Vv ‘| 
in plastics, fine chemicals, jet engine sound control—or SZ 
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from Donald W. Douglas, Jr. 
President, Douglas Aircraft Company 

In this fast-moving age we find that we can no That’s why I’m looking for engineers dedicated 

longer insure leadership...or even survival... to quality work. Only through such dedication 

by doing things the traditional way. If there’s a can the extra performance and reliability of our 

better way, we must find it. products be attained. If you feel as we do about 

Our DC-8, C-133, Thor, Nike-Hercules, Genie, this principle, we’d certainly like to hear from 

Sparrow and other aircraft and missiles are all you in regard to a future at Douglas. 

the finest of their type and time. But their Write to Mr. C. C. LaVene, 

success, and that of our many new projects, Douglas Aircraft Company, Box P-600 

depends on superior engineering. Santa Monica, California 
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MANY SCIENTIFIC SKILLS are needed to meet the ‘They are members of the research team that developed 
research challenges of the petroleum industry. Shown Standard Oil’s revolutionary new Supermil ASU 
above are (1. to r.): Kemp Bunting, mechanical engi- greases. These amazing lubricants are the first to 
neer; Arthur Sisko, physical chemist; Thornton Traise, deliver normal performance at both extremely high 
organic chemist; Wilbur Hayne, chemical engineer. and low temperatures. 

Seldom is a major petroleum advance the work ASU greases is as fascinating as the products 
of one man—or one kind of knowledge. It is the themselves. For it is a story of Standard Oil 
result of a group of scientists whose skills research teamwork. Physical chemists, organic 
encompass many fields. chemists, chemical engineers, mechanical engi- 

Take Standard Oil’s amazing new Supermil neers and technicians worked together for five 
ASU greases, for example. These revolutionary years to break down a major barrier in the 
lubricants assure normal performance at fantas- lubricant field. 

tic temperature extremes— from 70° F. below zero At Standard Oil, scientists and engineers of 
to 480° above. Their development has made many types have the opportunity to work on a 
possible major advances in America’s Space Age wide variety of challenging projects. That is one 
defense program and its industrial efficiency. reason why so many young men have chosen to 

The story behind the development of Supermil build satisfying careers with Standard Oil. 

fe 
ABR. 

er 

910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THEYSIGN OF EROGRESS 
THROUGH RESEARCH 
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Engineering Campus 

ENGINEERING STUDENTS 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

HI FELLOWS: 

The college of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin is inviting you to 

participate in the 1959 Engineering Exposition. It will be held on the weekend of 

April 10, 11, & 12—one week after the Spring recess. Hence, it is less than three 

weeks in the future; BUT, there is still ample time to setup an exhibit. 

Since January, engineering students have been working on the planning and 

building of exhibits. They will display the spectacular and unusual aspects of engi- 

neering. I was recently informed that two Electricals have a flying saucer nearly 

perfected. Some of the Civil Engineers have a tricky method of determining your 
height and weight by beam deflection. The Metallurgists are working out a plan for 

casting aluminum souvenirs. And so it goes—the Chemical, and Mechanical, and 

Agricultural Engineers—everybody has something. It is expected that over 80 stu- 

dent exhibits representing all branches of engineering will be displayed. 

A lot of you expressed interest in the progress of the Exposition and would likely 

have already begun construction on the Exhibit of your choice if it were not for 

your busy schedule. Actually, the time involved is less than one expects and it 

is worth every minute in regard to experience, leadership training, future refer- 

ence, and, of course, an opportunity to receive honors as a prize winner in one of 

the five exhibit classifications. Most of the work on your exhibit could be accom- 

plished during the Spring vacation, and its actual setup along with your final 

adjustments would be performed on Thursday April 9 or Friday April 10. 

Registration blanks are available in the pockets of Exposition posters located 

in the engineering buildings. At least several days before the Exposition, space will 

be allocated for your exhibit by the Exposition Committee. Remember, you may ob- 

tain permission from the faculty to use available equipment in the engineering 

buildings for use as part of your exhibit or for demonstrational purposes. 

We appreciate your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Jindbuce : 
Student Exhibits Chairman 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



April 10, 11, & 12 pri ’ - 

PURPOSE: The Exposition is opened to the public _ prize winners. The Deans of the University of Wiscon- 
to reveal how science, engineering, and industry serve _ sin and Michigan State Colleges of Engineering, Deans , 
the people and influence the daily lives of everyone. Kurt Wendt and Jack Ryder respectively, and 
To express this purpose, the theme “WORKING FOR Mr. Henry. Hunt of the Meade and Hunt Consulting 
YOU” has been adopted for the exposition. Engineering Firm will serve as judges for the student 

exhibit award competition. 
mOW THE ExPeslTiGn STARTED: Hor the past Unusual and eye catching exhibits will receive spe- 48 years, engineering schools throughout the country —. ea er . wee ale x : cial publicity consisting of news releases to state and 
have set aside the 17th of March to honor St. Pat, the ; ; . 8 

: A ‘ j local newspapers plus announcements on television. A 
Patron Saint of Engineers. The College of Engineering a Wael ate fi ; 

er 3 ‘ ; description of each exhibit will also be printed in the of the University of Wisconsin first celebrated this day E ition P . 
in 1912 when they held a St. Pat’s parade. Year after xposition, rogram: . m Bey, __ Pparace. Deadline for exhibit registration: April 6th, the first year the St. Pat’s procession ended in a riot as the en- day after spring vacation 
gineering and law students aided and abetted by other y Spring . , 
students and town’s youngsters exchanged rotten fruit, INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS: More than 30 Industrial 
eggs, mud, and stones. In 1940, the parade was discon- Exhibits are planned. Included in these exhibits are a 
tinued and the first Wisconsin Engineering Exposition working model of an oil cracking plant by Universal 
replaced the parade as the keynote of the St. Pat’s Oil Products, an electrical static clutch by International 
celebration. Business Machines Corporation, and an automatic, 

The Exposition was such a large hit in its first year technical quiz game by DuPont Corporation. 

(7500 people came to view the exhibits) that another QpENING PROGRAM: The Opening Program for Exposition was held in 1941 and again was a success. aps as, . as 1. the Exposition will include speeches by Dean Kurt The war caused cancellation of the Exposition until it i : ae . ; we : Bi al Wendt on “School and Engineering” and by Mr. Henry was revived in 1953. It is now set up on a triennial ve a Ess 5 basis Hunt on “Industry and Engineering”. A mechanical 
_ device will cut a ribbon to officially open the Exposi- 

STUDENT EXHIBITS: The breakdown on exhibit tion to the public. 
classifications and prizes is listed in the Table below. The Exposition will be open to the public April 10, 
Plaques will also be awarded to winners in the organi- 11, and 12, from 1:30 to 10:00 P.M. Friday, 10:00 A.M. 
zation classification and ribbons will be given to all to 10:00 P.M. Saturday, and 1:00 to 9:00 P.M. Sunday. 

TABLE 1.—EXHIBIT CLASSIFICATIONS AND AWARDS 

CLASSIFICATIONS AWARDS 

Ist 2nd 3rd 

Organizations (Honorary and Professional ) $50.00 $30.00 $20.00 

Individual Students (1 student) 25.00 15.00 10.00 

Student Groups (2 or more students ) 50.00 30.00 20.00 

Craftsmanship (1 or more) 15.00 10.00 — 

Graduate Students (1 or more) 15.00 10.00 — 

Plaques will be awarded to winners in the organization class and ribbons to all prize winners. 
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Television Picture Tub 

by Duane A. Schneider Me ’59 

The modern television picture tube is another item that is most often taken 

for granted. Here the author details production procedures of tube manufac- 

turing in an attempt to point out the vast complexity of this common necessity. 

ILLIONS of Americans use chanical means for obtaining the Further developments were made 
M besines daily that are very required pattern on the screen. in the few years following the war. 

complex without once giving Then, in the late 1920's, German Researchers have been able to im- 

any thought to their complexity. scientists found that the proper prove on the size of the tube, 
The television receiver is one of image could be obtained on a whereas in the early sets the pic- 
the most complicated pieces of screen by the use of an oscillating ture was almost always 10 inches 

equipment found in the modern magnetic field. This opened a or smaller. Even better pictures 
American home; yet, along with the whole new thought process in the were obtainable through alumin- 
many other home appliances, it is development of television. One ized backing of the phosphor 

ordinarily taken for granted. This must bear in mind that the cath- screen. In addition, higher angle 

article deals with one part of the — ode-ray tube was initially devel- of deflection of the electron was 
television receiver, the picture tube, oped to study wave characterists made possible. Also, in the last few 
and cavers the manufacturing in mechanical and electrical vibra- years, all-glass rather than part- 
processes involved in constructing tions. They are the tubes that are glass part-steel tubes have become 
a working television picture tube used in oscilloscopes which have popular, With this change came a 

as well as the material and equip- such important use in modern modification of the tube shape 
ment used. science and industry. from circular to rectangular, 

CATHODE-RAY TUBES Great strides in the development 
The iclevision tube on eathede. of the cathode-ray tube occurred PHYSICAL PHENOMENA IN 

a - oe , during World War Il. These in- THE TUBE 
ray tube was not new with the ad- 3 
vent of television. Cathode-ray cluded: a More rugged tube, finer A very basic explanation of how 
tubes were in existence as far back and better images, and a more picture tube works is necessary 
as 1897. These tubes, although me method of electron deflec- to provide a better understanding 

crude, worked under the same Aton. of the processes involved in its 
principles as do modern. televi- After the war, it was anticipated — manufacture. An explanation of 
sion picture tubes. Early in the that the demand for tubes in tele- several physical phenomena will 
twentieth century, Campbell-Swin- vision application would surpass help to explain what happens with- 
ton, a leader in the electronic re- the demand for tubes for military in the electron (picture) tube, but 
search of his day, proposed that the purposes. This led to research in no proofs of the phenomena are 
cathode-ray tube be used for tele- manufacture, with methods of mass given in the article. These facts 
vision, Early researchers used me- production being developed. must be accepted as true: 

10 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



1. An element upon being heated are being fused together, a small a thin layer on the inside of the 
emits electrons (a charged — metal anode button is inserted tube screen. Affinity of the phos- 
particle of minute mass). along the sloping side of the bulb. phor for glass makes it possible for 

9. Aw electron em be acoelen This anode connects with a coat- the solution to be carefully de- 
ated to a tremendous speed ing of graphite that is painted on canted, as the conveyor moves over 
by being attracted to a plate the inside of the tube. High elec- a large sprocket, leaving the de- 
of opposite charge in the vi- tric potential is placed in the posit on the glass. On the under- 
cinity of the electron emitter. anode which in turn gives potential side of the belt, the sides and neck 

4. Aw -aleseron, apait passing to the inner coating. In this way, — of the bulb are, washed to remove 
through a, magnetic féld, can electrons hitting the screen can be any screen particles and the screen 
be deflected a certain degree, collected and drawn out of the is then dried. 
depending upon the strength tube. The anode is held in place 
of a field. while an operator uses high-fre- ALUMINIZING 

4. An electron hitting a particle Bic ts ass ae ee Before the early 1950's this ended 
of phosphor will ease the fous hee dexélops loundiiced the processing of the screen, but 
phosphor to illuminate. strains in the glass, These must be ane soe preter paseo Be 

i ad they pacing at aloine zing, has improved the picture 
With these facts in mind, it can removed by CUFNg oh saiiedt Fone tube. In essence, this screen differs 

be seen that in a television picture — POTUTES TOF more than an Nour: from the older type in that it has a 
tube the filament heats a surround- For the cure, the bulb is auto- thin film of aluminum deposited 
ing metal which emits electrons. matically routed on _& conveyor over the phosphor screen, so that 
The electrons are accelerated to- _ belt through an electrically heated the phosphor is between the alumi- 
ward the front of the tube and are 2nnealer. The oven consists of four num and the glass face-plate of the 
deflected according to a magnetic — Z0nes: preheat, entrance, high tem- tube, In older tubes, somewhat less 
field. Upon hitting the front of the Perature, and cooling. Tempera- than half the light emited by the 
tube, the electrons illuminate the — tres in the high temperature zone phosphor reached the front of the 
phosphor coating. In this way, by — 7° 480° C. picture tube, but in newer alumi- 
varying the magnetic field through nized tubes, the backward-directed 
which the electrons pass, the entire light is reflected by the aluminum 
screen can be scanned, At the same film toward the face plate, thereby 
time, the acceleration of the elec- Ce enhancing the brightness and con- 
trons can be controlled; black and trast range. 

white ie eee in the screen. The process of aluminizing starts 
ne combination of these two im- . b ouring a metered amount of 

pulses forms the image on the front The three sections oF'8 modern a ni the otered A carefully 

of the screen. controlled amount of lacquer is 

After annealing, the tubes are added. The lacquer spreads out 
MANUFACTURING THE BULB washed. This process takes 20 min- over the surface of the water and 

The first step in the manufac. utes and is usually handled on _ the solvent evaporates and the lac- 
ture of the tube is the production — semi-automatic or automatic ma- quer forms a dry film. The bulb is 
of the glass portion of it. The glass chinery. The slightest trace of dirt then tilted allowing the | water to 
must be able to withstand high — or grease would prevent phosphor — Tun out from under the film, while 

pressure due to the vacuum within particles from adhering properly to _ the latter adheres to the phosphor, 
the tube, Consequently, expensive the face of the tube. Handling forming a smooth surface onto 
materials are used to impart marks, such as finger prints and which the aluminum can be de- 
strength to the bulb, Early tubes etched areas in the face plate, posited. 
were blown or hand molded, but would have an affect on the ap- A short slug of aluminum wire 
modern electron tubes are made in pearance of the screen and an even is inserted into a tungsten filament. 
three sections. greater affect on the television The tungsten filament with the 

Large high-temperature furnaces picture. aluminum is inserted into the neck 
are required for melting the ma- of the tube and the tube is evacu- 

terials to make the glass. The mol- APPLYING THE PHOSPHOR FILM ated to less than 0.1 mm Hg. At 
ten glass is poured into huge glass- After the tubes have been com- this eee is supplied ga fhe 

pressing machines where it is pletely washed, they are dried by fungsten i ament ee a 4 a 
formed into one of the three heat and passed along the produce ™7U™ fo ie the | — ee of 
shapes. Dimensional accuracy is tion line to the next process, The ae a ee wtahe fe: haa 2 
very important; therefore, the next step is to apply the phosphor in ee aie : the ie 

molds into which the glass is screen. A solution containing phos- mee anc'ls ready Tor the next oper- 
poured are expensive. phor particles is poured into the ation. 

The three portions of glass are tube at the start of the process and 
fused together by acetylene torches. the tube continues ali the pro- APPLYING THE, GRAPHITE, COAT 
Considerable research and expense duction line a few inches a minute. The next operation is to apply 
were incurred in developing this The particles suspended in the so- the graphite coating to the inside 
particular process. While the tubes lution slowly precipitate and form (Continued on next page) 
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of the glass cone and neck of the — metal and insulating parts are places the components of the gun 
tube, The graphite must be brushed punched or rolled into the required _into a jig and the machine pinches 
on mechanically to avoid marring — shape and, with the exception of Grids 4 and 5 and the insulator to- 
the screen surface, This coating, as the cathode sleeve, move on to the gether. Then, all of the wires are 
previously mentioned, connects final assembly area. The cathode  spot-welded in place. In this opera- 
with the metal button and serves — goes through an additional opera- tion, nearly one hundred spot- 
to collect the electrons from the — tion before it is ready for assem- welds are performed. Three wires 
face-plate of the picture tube. bly. A thin layer of electron emit- that are spot-welded to Grids 1, 2, 

Following this operation, the ting material, such as alkaline earth and 3 have no electrical connec- 
bulb assembly is then baked at oxides, is sprayed onto the cathode tions. These wires are embedded 
150° C. to insure adherence of sleeve. The sleeve is then baked. in three glass rods that hold the 
both screen and graphite coating. Care must be taken that the baking finished gun assembly together. 

At this point, the bulbs are ¥8 thorough, as in operation the The finished gun is inspected un- 
ready to receive the other com- sleeve attains high temperatures. der magnification and infra-red 

ponents of the picture tube; The filament for the gun is made light before it is ready to be placed 
namely, the electron gun and the of drawn tungsten or tungsten- — into the bulb. 
base. , alloy wire and is used only to heat 

the cathode sleeve. THE BASE AND PINS 

THE ELECTRON GUN AND BUTTON Button Stem Assembly Other parts of the finished tube, 

STEM ASSEMBLY Another portion of the tube, not the pars ane pins, go through 
In another department of the directly a part of the electron gun simple operations before they are 

factory, while the bulbs are being but considered in the production ready for assembly. The plastic 
processed, another component of of the gun, is the button stem as- base of the tube is compression- 
the picture tube is being manufac- sembly. It serves two purposes: molded to the DEQ DET shape. The 
tured, the electron gun. This por- first, as the “cap” that is placed on pins are initially in the shape of 

tion of the tube produces the elec- the end of the bulb to seal the small metal tubing. The metal 
trons, gives them speed, and, at the bulb; and second, as a rear mount tubes are placed in the base. In one 
same time, regulates the flow of for the electron gun. Copper and operation, they are attached to the 
electrons to the screen. steel wires are drawn: on a large base, cut to size, and _ their ends 

The electron gun consists of a machine and placed in a jig which rounded, There us hole left an 
cathode (filament and coated cath- holds the wires in the proper posi- the Ups of the pins to facilitate 
ode sleeve) and five grids, Grids 1 tion. Glass is poured into a mold soldering in a final operation. 

and 2 form the electrons into a around the wires. When the glass 
beam, Grid 3 accelerates the beam solidifies, the wires are cut to FINAL OPERATIONS 

and controls the flow of electrons proper length. Thus, the button All of the component parts are 
to the screen. Grids 4 and 5 focus stem assembly with wires running processed and assembled. The parts 
the beam. through it is ready for attachment are then ready to be united into 

: to the electron gun. the finished picture tube. The elec- 
Processing the Gun Parts < ° i: tron gun is placed in the neck of 

The metal used for the grids and Assembly of the Gun the bulb. Grid 5 makes contact 

cathode sleeve is stainless steel. One machine serves to assemble with the graphite coating on the 
The insulator is made of mica. The the electron gun. An operator inside of the bulb. In this way, 

Grid 5 acts as a forward mount for 
the electron gun and also obtains 
electric potential from the graphite 

coating. The electron gun is placed 

QS in the neck of the tube so that the 
SS rear of the gun slants slightly. It 

rn —— is positioned this way so that ions 
See SOR (heavy charged particles) also 

GRID ~ “A SRO emitted from the cathode are not 
J 5 accelerated directly towards the 

0 OT=4 | = screen. These particles will darken 

~~ ea the tube completely unless they 

oni’? 1 Tl can be taken from the electron 
Cn RR t beam. Being heavier, ions do not 
Wooten r | react to magnetic fields nearly as 

GLASS MOUNTING fast as electrons. Thus, they strike 

Oe eMeLY BoP HSUEATOR es an anode before they can be de- 
fs flected enough. Electrons are also 

cao 5 Peo directed towards an anode, but 

ee acest pe they can be deflected sufficiently to 
— pass on to the screen. 

An exploded view of an electron gun. It consists of a cathode and five grids. (Continued on page 41) 
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Why Lockheed — er fe oe 
Lockheed’s leadership in aircraft is continuing in missiles. The Missile i, . of So .. 

<8 " i : 5 : oo 6h lr yo 
Systems Division is one of the largest in the industry and its reputation F Po 4 Li ! oo 
f : a Z : ff 2 a is attested by the number of high-priority, long-term projects it holds: 3s i a , oF i : i Um oe the Polaris IRBM, Earth Satellite, Kingfisher (Q-5) and the X-7. F E 2 _ 
To carry out such complex projects, the frontiers of technology in all a 7 & 
areas must be expanded. Lockheed’s laboratories at Sunnyvale and | ! CC ‘ : . . ae ls ee Palo Alto, California, provide the most advanced equipment for research 2 veg + it a pee oo sys 0 ee he ply and development, including complete test facilities and one of the at poe vs < ‘ ee ey at 
most up-to-date computing centers in the nation. Employee benefits | = ree 
are among the best in the industry. oe s , 

For those who qualify and desire to continue their education, the tee kg i m : : ce < Graduate Study Program enables them to obtain M.S. or Ph.D degrees ” 
at Stanford or the University of California, while employed in their noes 
chosen fields at Lockheed. OW hehe r 

Lockheed Missile Systems Division was recently honored at the first eis ee e 
National Missile Industry Conference as “the organization that way ‘ 
contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of 
missiles and astronautics?’ et : 

For additional information, write Mr. R. C. Beverstock, College ‘ 
Relations Administrator , Lockheed Missile Systems Division, F “ | 
Sunnyvale , California. 

Lockheed / MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION Se ae 
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA 
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA ¢ ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO . 
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The Engi ‘s I it 

by Leon Cochenet, CE ’61 

Every engineer should know something about the transit. He 

may sometime be faced with the purchase of a transit and should 

know what is available and should know how to choose one. 

* Wy Fl <s HE transit is one of the Civil 

| @ Ee Sec oe = "Tinaincer's most essential 
-. = 4 | pieces of equipment. The 

4 . : a i basic function of this instrument is 
1 . . i / 7 : to measure vertical and horizontal 

i ie , horse A ee sal angles, which are used to deter- 
be a ' : ey = . 4 — mine distances, elevations, bearing, 
dL : ok j aa Sa  B) ss and azimuths of lines. The transit 

cern em 2 Bw a ea a 4 is essentially a telescope mounted 
= : 6a Ie 6 ~—soom a tripod in such a way that its 
sense winaneannatiee : "ie. te Se Po movement within a vertical or hori- 

; : ; - ade la eye zontal circle can be measured by 
j : ae nh - the angles read from graduated cir- 

oe a Gn ee cles. Most instruments also include 
. = . it “te - a compass which is mounted in 

: oe TN BAY A 4 such a manner that angles meas- 
aoe i7 sA\@ — ured off with the telescope can be 
[fe 4 Va o or recorded as bearings or azimuths 
Jig all AN oF of a line. The transit is often re- 

‘ oo fa a eo. ferred to as the universal survey in- 
: —— a ai oe on strument, because it can be used 

Lee RN : | hae ee | Noes in place of most other surveying in- 

-esg S 7 AN fe struments. It can be a very accur- 
“ + =e hag 4 ate instrument. The accuracy de- 

ere eee | nn hen ee \" 5 pends largely on the characteristics 
af, ao ca \ of the particular instrument. 

' ee fe | .\ a PURCHASING OF A TRANSIT 

7: <b : \\ oo When considering the purchase 

7 a \\ \ of a transit, there are a number of 
/ - ie \ ~ ej desirable features for which the 

jj  @ Le ‘ Sg engineer should look. He not only 
i J Po } : Ss wants the greatest accuracy possi- 

i Baal alles fa i ‘ae ~—_sODbe, but also speed and ease of op- 
‘ y Go: FF | .\% eration. The most desirable char- 
: Hf a a “ i acteristics of a good transit are: 

. a rs Ve 
, es — «a 7 _ 1. Permanence of adjustments. 

5 oo 7 oo . og A ky Any instrument out of adjustment 
: oe PY _ introduces errors. Therefore, it is 

ee NN |. ___ necessary that the instrument be of 
a ee i =... a sturdy construction and be de- 

—Photo by Steve Zimmerman signed to stay in adjustment during 

Here is the article’s author surveying on the UW Campus. handling. Time is wasted if the en- 
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gineer must re-adjust the transit mind that the type of telescope on The telescope is mounted on the 
every time he uses it. the transit should correspond to the upper motion and rotates in a ver- 

y heehee a PP 
2. Good Construction. The in- work which it will be doing. tical plane about a horizontal axis. strument must be able to withstand 5. Accuracy of graduation. This Attached to one side around the a normal amount of abuse. Proper refers to the graduation of the axis is a graduated circle, which lubrication and_ protection against verniers. The transits on the market moves with the telescope, allowing dust and moisture are also impor- today ae pected by Si uti: the user to read vertical angles tant features, saath ae mae me a at with the aid of the stationary ver- 

ize ¢ i sener: 7 sua y 2 accurate, . Ss . c 
3. Size and weight. Gene rally, al ‘he leet to check this SmOuis nier. On the bottom of the tele- ee ijeraares ot an Sines g me scope is a level tube. This is of size and weight. Adequate size al ov: ah 1 és . . a long tube filled with an oil and without excessive weight plus a ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE TRANSIT B . Ss od : “ . | oe “ . . - . an air bubble which lies in the short telescope are characteristics The transit consists of about four center of this tube when the tele of the better modern transits. hundred distinct parts, all of which Ease is: trul 7 horizontal. The ] ty i" 4. Desirable optics of the tele- are essential to its operation, This ae a h, y hort 1 ee a 7 Cee aoc s used when an angle is measure scope. The power of the telescope article is concerned only with four 8 "see when an angle is measurec depends on the purpose for which main sections; namely, the tele- from the horizontal to an elevated it is intended. This article does not scope, the upper plate (motion), point. It may also be used to locate delve into the finer details of op- the lower plate (motion), and the points of equal elevation. tics; however, one should keep in leveling head. (Continued on page 40) 

worl [eeere 228: 229 1 Tripod Plate 46 Vernier Disc Height i Ot — 20 | 298 i a_i 2 Leveling Head Adjusting Screw = mel a fe | = 3 ee Screw Head 47 Vernier Disc Center- 
ii fi q re ess 4 a “Stem ing Screw ae ie ! ieee | Ce 2 “i “c “ce 100 Compass Needle enemies ETE gy alten aa pe 101 1 a | 2 ‘ [ey | “----2ae (Left Hand Thread) ; an —_I 2ie if ale ar ale Pr gO) he ae 7 Shifting Plate 102 ¢ Hilter Need 8 Half Ball sompass Needle 

9 08” Pen Benew Lifter Bushing ; 10 Outer Center “103 Compase Needle 201. CEN EN **” 11 Vernier Plate Clam uifter Serew As- mS Ze PS \ se 243 12 = as a sembly es 2 YOGA Jil Vee / (200 Gib 104 Compass Needle Pivot * I [Lat ELS af 13° Vern. Pl. Cl. Screw 105 “Ring | Lt le eH 7) be i 14 Vernier Plate Clamp 106 “ “Spring \ | Wao leo AUT D} it i Screw Pin 107 “Dial Nd - Week z. 15 Lower Clamp 108 “Cover Glass 
| ae “Ki 7 NDS ey 16 “ “ Collar & Mount 23. 249——\ ¥y A EN VW Ais 210 17 * “ “ 109 Vernier Cover Glass 3 Ee | N [Eetoe . Mounting Screw 109A Vernier Cover Glass 238- coe Oy si er 18 Lower Clamp Gib Strap 2922 fe | Ww 28 19 “ i Screw 1098 Vernier Cover Glass a | f | alo 20 . Screw Strap Screw (not 106 = Nomar PUG 8 Pin shown) 123— i Ly ‘pm 21° Lower Clamp Tan- Verni 19. \ cae MLL pe gent Screw 111 ernier Reflector ia \ 3 oa MZ ne , Sere . 112 “ ee ia \ Woe ey ioe J“ \ AY 1 21A Clamp Tangent Screw F Hi “——— SAS ees me Pivot Pin . rame & Hinge RE SEES RE SRE PES 19a 22 Clamp Tangent Screw 113 Vernier I late Clamp 26-——_ a ie V. Tension Screw Tangent Screw 2 Bh Suber ae 23 Lower Clamp Tan- 114 Vernier PlateClamp ne ee a aoe es - ri gent Screw Plunger Tangent Screw OB. LY ie ey BNE ia 24 Lower Clamp Tan- Spring Box 6 4 a (ey ‘Se ey gent Screw Spring 115 ‘Tang. Sc. Plunger | ee “HH ie = a 25 Lower Clamp Tan- 116° es ““ Spring = $t slo AN oc ES 2 gent Screw Cap 117 ef “ Cap J RR =————1 26 Horizontal Circle t(Not shown but similar to es 27 MaSttiia! Seren Nos. 22, 23, 24 & 25.) ye B\ \ Nese 30 Hori 7 wen rhe {(For Vernier Plate & Tele- 36—~ y No ar orizontal Circle scope Cl. Tang. Screws) gee WP ON ag Adjusting Screw i 31 Vernier Plate 118 Plate Level Bracket & a 32 oe “" Mount- Posts complete 

ing Screw 119 Plate Level Vial " 132 ee 33 inner Center Guard 29 aoe 34 Center Nut 120 Plate & Standard ie = ao Rais 35 ee Lock Level Adj. Nut ie e 1's 2 Be Ye 134 Seraw 121 Plate & Standard w 210 ps 36 Center Cap Level Spring an 8 a 37 “Spring 122 Plate & Standard El ‘ “138 38 “Ball Level Post Cap rt 39 Plumb Bob Chain and 123 Plate & Standard bos 25 re Hook Level Vial, Tube & cscs "28 44 Vernier Disc Ends complete LLL 45 a “Mount- 124 Plate & Standard 
ing Screw Level Vial 

The essential parts of the transit. 
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by Allan O. Maki, Ch. E. 4 

Patent information is a subject of great importance 

to engineers yet many of us know very little about 

how, where, why and when, to obtain a patent. 

HE idea of granting an in- — include the revelation of something _ ration of a patent application and 

"Tvcnto: the right to exclude — which exists but was unknown such _ the conducting of the resulting pro- 

others from making, using, or as forces or laws of nature, proper- ceedings require a thorough knowl- 

selling his invention for a period ties of materials, mathematical for- edge of the scientific and technical 

of years in return for the full dis- mulae, and scientific principles. In details involved, most inventors 

closure of the invention to the pub- general, mere improvements of old hire patent attorneys or agents to 

lic is not new. Records exist of pat- items are not patentable, but if the do this work for them. A patent 

ents being granted by the Signoria degree of difference means the dif- attorney is an attorney-at-law who 

of Florence, Italy, as early as 1421. ference between failure and suc- has been registered to practice be- 

The Constitution of the United cess, it may be patentable. For in- fore the Patent Office; whereas, a 

States grants to Congress broad _ stance, Edison made a_ successful patent agent is any other person 

authority for the granting of pat- light-bulb filament by shortening — who is not an attorney, but who 

ents to encourage inventiveness by the length from 1/32 inch to 1/64 has been thus registered. If an in- 

recognizing the right of the in- inch, a simple change which vention is commercially good and 

ventor to profit from his invention. brought success where many pre- the patent is well drawn, the result 

These patent rights, defined by acts vious attempts had failed. is a salable or otherwise valuable 

of Congress and subsequent court The patent laws also provide for possession. However, if the patent 

decisions, have played an immeas- the granting of design patents for is inadequately worded or the 

ureable part in the attainment of new, original, and ornamental de- claims insufficient, loopholes may 

our advanced technological devel- signs for articles of manufacture. be left which would allow other 

opment and present high standard Also covered are distinct and new __ persons with a small amount of in- 

of living. Because they as a group varieties of plant life, an item of — genuity to successfully copy the in- 

are continually encountering new only passing interest to engineers. vention without actually infringing 

problems which often lead to skill- It is important for anyone work- _ in the eyes of the law. In the words 

ful and inventive solutions, engi- ing continually with new ideas to of a Federal Court of Appeals de- 

neers have a vital interest in the be aware of existing patents in his cision, “An omission from the claims 

field of patent law which necessi- field so that he does not illegally in any patent application would 

tates at least a rudimentary under- use someone else’s patented ideas. leave the features so omitted un- 

standing of the system defined by The fact that you do not intend to _ protected by the patent statute and 

the statutes. infringe will not save you, if you the prey to whomever might seize 

The general field of subject mat- do infringe. It is much like selling upon them.” 

ter that is capable of being pat- beer to a minor, the fact that you When an inventor believes he 

ented includes new and useful did not know will not relieve you has made a patentable invention, 

processes, machines, manufactures, of violation. he files, or has a registered patent 

compositions of matter (including The patent application is one of agent or attorney file, an applica- 

mixtures of ingredients as well as the most difficult of all legal docu- tion in the Patent Office, where it 

chemical compounds), It does not ments to draft. Because the prepa- is read and examined, The inven- 
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tion, in order to be granted pro- similar idea has been simultane- tion and an all-time high in corpo- 
tection, must pass three tests of ously conceived somewhere within rate research expenditures. This is 
patentability: novelty, utility, and the organization. In spite of honest due in part to court decisions show- 
invention. The examiner studies intentions, a company in this em- ing an increasing unwillingness to 
the claims of the application and barrassing position is hard pressed sustain the validity of contested 
then searches the prior art which to prove that it did not steal the patents or to approve judgments 
encompasses the prior knowledge idea from the inventor who took against alleged infringers. In the 
in the field, including United States them into his confidence, As a re- words of one unfriendly judge, “.. . 
and foreign patents, periodicals, sult, the outsider is usually required the only patent that is valid is one 
trade journals, etc., to see whether © sign a form relieving the com- which this court has not been able 
the claimed invention is novel or any of any liability or responsibil- to get his hands on. . .” 
whether it has been anticipated by ity arising from the presentation of Patents still protect the individ- 
a prior invention. It is not ordinar- the invention to the company s pat- ual, often financed by a small man- 
ily fatal if someone in the United ent attorney. Some companies take ufacturing concern. But among the 
States once had the same idea if the easy way ‘out by refusing to big corporations, it is becoming in- 
there was no reduction to practice look at an invention unless the ‘ins creasingly rare that a new product 
or if the idea was reduced to prac- oad has already filed an applica- or process, once on the market, 
tice but unappreciated and subse-  ¥0P for a patent. cannot be somewhat. successfully 
quently abandoned. This attitude The patent system also offers copied by competitors. Thus, a 
is justified on the ground that the many advantages to corporations. seventeen-year patent protection 
patent system is designed to pro- In general, companies require em- seldom offers the opportunity to 
tect the inventor who has benefited _ ployees to assign all patents granted recover the heavy research costs 
the public by disclosing his inven- to them on work done while em- and is relatively meaningless com- 
tion. If the examiner can find no ployed by the company to the com- mercially. In a highly competitive 
equivalent invention in the prior pany and the employees are legally market, moreover, the advantages 
scientific art, he decides by the bound to do so. Properly drafted of secrecy often outweigh the pro- 
application of legal principals and _ patents can prevent competitors tection offered by recording a 
court decisions whether the claimed from taking a free ride on the cor- patent, 

invention is useful and whether it porate research and development The course of these trends will involves patentable invention over — money. If a company delayed ap- he decided by future legislation 
the most pertinent prior art as dis- plying for a patent until a comand court decisions. A graduating 
tinguished from mere mechanical petitor discovered the invention engineer can expect the possibility 
skill. If the application is formally and had it patented, it would be o¢ encountering these issues in the 
correct, falls within one of the stat- forced to redesign its process Or form of personal patents held or utory classes of invention, and make royalty payments to the rival. secrecy and strict security regula- 
passes the three criterion of pat- Therefore, holding patent rights tions depending on the policies set 
entability, the examiner recom- Promotes .a) more competitive sell- forth by the management of the mends that a patent be allowed. ing price because it is not loaded firm that hires him 
Upon approval by the head of the with unnecessary redesign costs or - , 
examining division of the Patent royalty payments. It also might BidtiOGRaPHY: 
Office, the patent is granted, If the prevent unnecessary delays in / . oo 
claimed invention fails to meet the _ launching a new or improved prod- Dirlam, J. B.. “Patents Decline, Se- ce srets Increase.” Materials and Methods. test as to novelty, utility, or inven- uct, delays brought on by patent Nov., 1956, pp. 148-158. 
tion the examiner recommends its conflicts, CG — searestevens 9 me 

veneral Information Concerning Pat- rejection. In spite of the fact that holding ents. U.S. Dept. of Commerce. 
Rejected applications are subject a patent on an invention includes Gray, A. W. “Right of Invention.” Ma- 

to appeal to the Board of Appeals these numerous advantages both chine Design. May, 1957. pp. 81-84. 
in the Patent Office and to the for individuals and corporations, Gray, A. W., “Secrecy or Patent?” 
Courts. Also, the validity of pat- there has been a growing trend — Machine Design. Feb., 1952. pp. 125- 
ents issued by the Office may be toward secrecy as opposed to pub- 126. 
challenged in the Courts during in- _lie disclosure and protection, It is Gray, A. W., “What the Law Requires 
fringement suits. not possible to legally have both fone eee” Foundary. June 

To the individual inventor, pat- Secrecy and protection. In the - — 
ent protection for an caved oe words of a court decision, “It is a About Patents" ofan oP ee 
makes possible the sale or licensing condition upon an inventor's right 1954. pp. 132-135. 
of his idea to another person or tora patent that he shall not exploit Moyerman, B., “Build a Career in Pat- 
group. Without this protection his discovery competitively after it ent Law.” Chem. Engr. Aug., 1956. pp. 
there would be no restrictions #8 7eady for patenting; he must con- 238-242. 
against theft of his invention. Fur- tent himself with either secrecy or Schwarz, R. J., “Patents and the Engi- 
thermore, many companies will not legal monopoly. Nor is it legal to neer.” Midwest Eng. Sept., 1953. pp. 

consider purchasing an outsider’s delay an application to stall for 38 ok | . invention unless he has filed a pat- time. \ Silver, H. S., Eatents and Engineer. 
enpsigi 2. lait Z i ron and Steel Engr. May, 1956. pp. ent application. This is because it Applications are not rapidly ris- 120-124. 

has occurred that the same or a ing despite a record rate of inven- THE END 
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Throughout your engineering career, the name technical positions in all areas of our work... 

of the first employer appearing on your resume from tiny diodes to complex digital computer 

can be as significant as your education. But, in systems and a massive network of global 

selecting that first employer, you should also communications. 

consider his resume. In addition to the opportunities for work and 

ITT is the largest American-owned world-wide association with distinguished engineers and 

electronic and telecommunication enterprise. scientists, our graduate education tuition re- 

To give you an idea of the breadth of our fund program encourages engineers to continue 

activity ... there are 80 research and manu- their formal training .. . and the facilities 

facturing units and 14 operating companies in for graduate work near ITT locations are 

the ITT System playing a vital role in projects superior. 

of great national significance in electronics This is an all too brief resume. It would be 

and telecommunications research, development, hard to associate yourself with a company that 

production, service and operation. offers the engineer greater choice of assign- 

The scope and volume of work entrusted to us ment. Write us about your interests — or see 

by industry and the government opens a broad our representatives when they visit your 

range of highly diversified engineering and campus. 

py 

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION a | ol 

67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. 

FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION e INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION e ITT COMPONENTS 

DIVISION e ITT FEDERAL DIVISION e ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION e ITT LABORATORIES e 

INTELEX SYSTEMS, INC. ° INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION e ITT KELLOGG 

DIVISION e ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION e AMERICAN CABLE AND RADIO CORPORATION e 

LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES 
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This electronic centralized air data ments are underway in challenging, ENGINEERING AT GARRETT 
compuling system, pioneered by important work at AiResearch in OFFERS YOU THESE ADVANTAGES: 
AiResearch engineers, now enables missile, electronic, nuclear, aircraft ¢ Intensified engineering is con- 
aircraft to operate at maximum effi and industrial fields. ducted by small groups where 
ciency continuously. By sensing air Specific opportunities exist in individual a and accomplish- 

iti ‘ . . ent is ekly recognize yid- conditions surrounding the airplane, system electronics and servo control ent is quickly recognized provid 5 % 4 i 5 " . ing opportunity for rapid growth it automatically makes in-flight units; computers and flight instru- ahd advancement 
adjustments and feeds vital informa- ments; missile auxiliary power An cial . i oxi * : Ee 3 . : ‘ . e An eight-mont en i tion to the pilot. This centralized units; gas turbine engines, turbine ee ne orlentation emeeuee : ° : program is offered prior to perma- combination of transducers, com- and air motors; cryogenic and cereaees hel . < and iidi if 5 is th ‘ le rst . ‘ ti alvess nentlassignment to he. p determine puters and indicators is the most nuclear systems; pneuma ic valves; your placement in a variety of 
complete air data computing system industrial turbochargers; air condi- analytical or development projects. 
ever pr y any mé . tioning a oressurization ; . et . or produced by any manufacturer tioning nd ressurization ; and heat e Advanced education is available 
Many such pioneering develop- _ transfer,including electronic cooling. through company financial assist- 

ance at nearby universities. 

THE GARRETT) CORPORATION ¢ For full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX @ AIRSUPPLY 

AIRE SEARCH INDUSTRIAL @ REX e AERO ENGINEERING © AIR CRUISERS @ AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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Industrial Balanci 
by Ray L. Young 

A discussion of the balancing problems in the 

design and manufacture of rotating machines 

N THE past few years the sub- PROBLEMS IN DESIGN The first is mass distribution due to 
I ject of “balancing” has greatly Unbalance Correction Considerations the function of the part. Examples 

increased in importance, prima- The designer's first considerati are a keyway, a hole in one side 
rily due to the increase in rota- . Sides} gner's! rst: Consiera Won but not in the other, a cam, or a 
~ . . ne in balancing is to estimate the . +) 2 

tional speeds and the increase in| f unbalanc ted For boss. If these effects are excessive, 
the number of machines requiring Sean ° le wiition “the ce ‘ if it will be necessary to counterbal- 
low vibration. a balanced condition, the Centr ue ance them with equal and oppo- 

rai sense Hw gal forces of all particles of mass i 
The phases of balancing in an : ‘ aoe site effects. 

industrial plant and the considera- in the part must be in equilibrium The second classificati is di- 
ndusial. pane ¢ © : i about the rotational axis. The con- e second Classification is di 
tions in each phase are herein con- ditions are that the sum of the cen- mensional control. For instance, if 

sidered. trifugal forces in any direction must the main body of a cylindrical rotor 

equal zero and the sum of the mo- has a runout tolerance of 0.002 
GENERAL ments of these forces about the inches TLR. with respect to the 

There are two types of unbal- center of gravity must also equal journals, it would be possible for 
ance which result when the two — zero, (Moments about any point the center of gravity to be dis- 
conditions of equilibrium are not — on the rotational axis will equal placed 0.001 inches. If the body 
met. When the sum of the forces zero if they are zero about the cen- weighs twenty pounds, the effect 
not equal to zero, the center of ter of gravity. ) m the plane of the center of grav- 
gravity will not lie on the rota- First, the rotational axis of the ty of the body would be: 
tional axis, The resulting unbalance part should be identified. This will 20 pounds x 16 ounces/pound X 
is referred to as “force” unbalance. be the axis dictated by the two 9.001 inches = 0.32 ounce inches. 
When the sum of the moments journals if the part has its own This effect must then be converted 
about the center of gravity not shaft. If the part does not have its into the resultant effect in the cor- 
equal to zero, the principal inertia own shaft, the rotational axis will rection planes. A hollow part where 
axis will be inclined with respect be defined by a face and O.D. or — the inside surface runs out with 
to the rotational axis and the re- 1.D. location, Then, the distribu- respect to the journals would cause 
sulting unbalance is referred to as tion of mass about this axis should a similar situation. 
“moment” unbalance. be analyzed. The effect of any un- As another example, if the part 

Unbalance exists in a part when equal distributions (which are not to be balanced is an assembly of 
the principal inertia axis does not counterbalanced to satisfy the con- two parts, there will be a consid- 
coincide with the rotational axis. ditions of equilibrium) should be eration of the location of one part 
Vibration results because the part calculated in terms of the result- with respect to the part containing 
wants to rotate about the principal ant effect in the planes of correc- the shaft. There will be three di- 
inertia axis instead of the rotational tion. All the causes of unbalance mensional tolerances to investigate, 
axis. “Force” unbalance is present should be considered in their worst one face and two runout locations. 
when the principal inertia axis is possible condition and added _to- Another example is angular toler- 
displaced parallel to the rotational gether to give the maximum ex- ance. If a part has several masses 
axis and “moment” unbalance ex- pected unbalance in the chosen — which are located radially from the 
ists when the principal inertia axis correction planes. shaft the angular tolerance of these 
is inclined angularly with respect Most causes of unbalance fall masses would have to be investi- 
to the rotational axis. under three general classifications. gated. 
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i . a 8 . show the method of correction with 
es _e* » re 2 ma any limitations, the tolerance, and 

an he i F ee al the surfaces to be used for locating 
Pa i i) 7 ee a the part during the balancing oper- 

ee ea - . ation. 

_ — © | Sa ee ? It is the designer’s responsibility 
es ee ae : d u to designate the method of correc- 

> iin. el i tion. He is in the best position to re, ea | | , . 
rT 4 oF a “ae know how the corrections will af- 
- : , LS. fect the strength of the part and . 4 e a en , , . Eo i. Oe ae how much clearance there is for 
nA he an a ig | corrections. With these things in . = “ a tee uty ee - a, ‘ oe — “6 Sona et oS mind, he should show any limita- >, a eo ! | & y 4<& al . _ tion such as the maximum depth Fut oe a ge + i i i f 
LE Soo" ae 5 = — to drill or the maximum height of PO hate io hs .* _ = me i peaeaige a Lt gp - - _ 3 a solder correction, 
Ie (s } : > oN 5 The tolerance is best described 
ye (e : ed b) | a by stating the amount of unbalance 
2 ee tnt os oe 7 | = 4 } + a es ee onl 4 7 that can be left in each of the des- - . 3 Wilco C a4 7 . % 4 —— — — > taf ignated correction planes. To give Bait ae we a — . wih 
_ 4 , 4 wa the tolerance without specifying 

i , S 3 hi lane ds a Ow le’ at a. — a the plane is not a complete speci- 
eee : oe Pw a4 fication. An alternate method is to ee ii i ee specify the ; © “Forse”. wn. one hig te ig. ——— specify the amount of “force” un ok bE  S ee ee a) : z : 

ie? ae x8 Se bes ay a haps a. hl ea balance allowable in ounce inches : ot ? PMA Cun RS ig . — 5 A Maen os SAP Ae tee ee ye | ae and the amount of “moment” un- 
o : y 8 ge fa te 1 balance allowable in ounce inch 

2) r 7 puis a Aimee inches. Because of their shape, 
ae 5 eae 4 ‘a Ah du: yf | some parts may not have a signifi- 

a a7 3 ae A / is “aN pe ? 
Z ud cP TE f a a - ; cant amount of moment unbalance. 

Fie Lath Snwitevwhiliive: eal ; wine Clase Wor 7 ee In this case, only the force toler- 5. 1.—The ‘ : ‘ : 5 ‘ a: ig. L. e rotor supporting this w irling circle of pans whic! (Scoop newly town ance is necessary and a single 
bulbs from the Corning ribbon requires accurate balancing for satisfactory operation. S = . 

plane” correction specified. 

The third classification includes the disturbance caused by the am- A complete specification for a 
the unpredictable causes of unbal- plitude and frequency of the vibra- design drawing shows the method 
ance such as variation in density tion. The second basis is the wear Of correction with limitations, the 
of the material and internal voids or stress caused by centrifugal tolerance, and the surfaces to be 
in castings. These causes cannot be forces at the bearings. The forces used for support during the unbal- 
estimated and added to the totals. and frequency caused by a toler-  ®7¢ing operation. With this infor- 
However, since all of the predict- ance can be predicted quite closely ™ation furnished by the designer, 
able causes were taken at the worst but the amplitude of vibration is the manufacturing phases of bal- 
condition and added, the result will very difficult to predict. It depends 29¢ing can be dealt with. 
probably be high enough to be a upon the shape and weight of the 
good estimate of the maximum ex- part, the location of the bearings DESIGN OF TOOLING 
pected unbalance. ‘ah respect fo he a Purpose and Description 

Vith g » > maxi- planes, the mass distribution of the _ : ‘ With a knowledge of the maxi I ine with res . The purpose of balancing tooling mum expected amount of unbal- nousing with respect to the correc- Pe J al: ‘ : i laviesthexigidi . is to adapt the part to the balanc- ance, the designer can determine _ tion planes, the rigidity of the hous- : ‘ ts * ani s 1 the rigidity of th ing machine, The tooling must sup- the method of correction. This will ing, and the rigidity of the mount- 4 ~~ : eee ally: be either dditi ing port the part on the surfaces speci- 
norma y 1 eS ner i addition be ” . . seal fied by the designer. This is neces- a a 0 aay ete must be Sometimes it is mnie eeanomhied sary so that the part is balanced 
ee oe in the eile ce and satisfactory to etermine . about the correct rotational axis. 

hes ted . “1 ' f unl i me oS tolerance empirically. This can be To halance it about one axis and pected amount of unbalance. done by building several a rotate it.aboukt another axis in the 

Determining the Toleranc types and eng & Suceeseney final assembly would defeat the 
erermining® te ‘holerange larger amount 1 ‘th he las each purpose of balancing. Tooling may 

The designer’s next consideration ne. The one with the largest alco be required to adapt the part 
is the balancing tolerance. For — @mount that pives satisfactory re- to the driving device of the 
economy, he must determine the — Stlts will determine the tolerance. jnachine. 
maximum unbalance that can be D . Specificati | 
left in the part and still have it rawing pectiications Dimensional Tolerances 
give satisfactory operation. Satis- The third consideration for the The dimensional tolerances of 
factory operation is usually judged designer is the drawing specifica- balancing tooling are very critical. 
on one of two bases. One basis is tions. These specifications must (Continued on page 42) 
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by Don Roeber Me ’60 

This summer two University of Wisconsin students attended a two week summer 

workshop program at Procter & Gamble Company. Their experiences, as told to a 

member of the Engineer staff, are a preview of the work of the engineer in industry. 

ee HERE can I get a sum- of their summer in industrial train- know you” device, young men gain 
mer job?” ing because of military, academic, their initial industrial experience; 

“How do L know which or other commitments, is “cap- and more important, they have the 

icld in industry offers me the ca- suled” into two weeks in Augus opportunity to preview the field of field lustry off 1 led” into t k: August pportunity to y the field of 
reer | want; can I preview a field?” and September, As a “getting to their choice in an industrial setting. 

In the next few months, like 

thousands of university students all ES 

over the nation with technical train- ae enn an 
. . costs vou’) x cle ST nn ia 
ing and interests, you'll be asking ae Pees err | 

self ‘those scttin we meee } ee ae Trier Se. Cites yourselt those questions, / Ao eck Sy — | er cue 
They're the same questions that a cA oe Wes EL | Te Lend 

ince 8 + lad Wiscotist ler Re a eg ee Se  eeasstesana rs | mi foo ast summer led Wisconsin under Q en eae TT Three | Ty tty 
graduates Gene Venzke and Ken » a ee . Te ri graduates Gene ke i | oe (aac BP, 
Lewandowski and 125 men from 3) rf i if Ce a . jae Tie 

— ‘aad hte cms ‘ at rr hee 
45 other colleges and universities : (Ss ee . eee . a | 
to the two summer training pro- j ~s ee (C Te cl “0 
grams of The Procter & Gamble ~] / X | je ‘i : ae .) 
Company. These programs com- Ve . rc pe) _— i i] 
bine summer employment with the i - a on oc . j 

i : + - | _ 2 opportunity to see, at first hand, @ or | = 
the roles of university-trained men Se —<— : ‘ : . 

in industry. ee a | me 
One of the nations leading chemi- | - ‘ ms Pe 

et ; — ' 
cal processors, P & G offers a Full a : ' ~~ e 7}, 
Summer Program and a Summer | | ee 
Workshop Program to engineering : he 
and science students who are with- pe we 

in a year of receiving an under- ‘ ae oS 
graduate or graduate degree. q ; 

The Full Summer Program lasts Sretereen ee eT - 
5‘ : —Photo courtesy of the Procter & Gamble Company 
from. five weeks to all summer. oe none CONN “—" n 
ae . . kc Deere ora Both Full Summer and Workshop people work on current technical problems actu- 
The Summer Workshop Program : 7 : 

i . onion oe ally being faced by the company. In the area of operations shown above, for example, 
designed especially for college stu- a Summer Training man might be asked to study ways of reducing dust and of 
dents who can spend only a part eliminating the possibility of any foreign material getting into the product. 
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—Photo Courtesy of The Procter & Gamble Company 
Staff division Workshops in engineering and industrial engineering and research and development are based in P & G's 

manufacturing and technical headquarters in Cincinnati, on the right above. A plant management Workshop is held each 
year at Ivorydale, center and left, P & G’s largest manufacturing installation. 

They gain a better understanding members of company management Representative, Joint Military 
of industry and of their own career and fellow student trainees. Board, and the Sailing Club. He is 
aims. Workshop and Full Summer Lewandowski, who expects to be — associate editor-in-chief of the 
participants are paid regular sal- graduated with a Bachelor of Sci- “Wisconsin Engincer.” 
aries, plus transportation expenses ence degree in Electrical Engineer- Venzke participated in one of 
from their home or campuses to ing in February, 1960, first made P & G’s two Engineering Work- 
P & G locations. a close and detailed study of a shops, held August 18-29 at the 

problem in time-bonus administra- company’s technical and manufac- 
Provides Insight tion. As part of his work in this turing headquarters in Cincinnati. 

Both programs are designed to important area of “extra pay for Lewandowski was a member of 
furnish the student with a new in- extra production,” he outlined the Plant Management Workshop 
sight into industrial activities in recommendations for clean up held August 18-29 at the Ivorydale 
one of four distinct career fields: methods and prepared a clean up plant, P & G’s largest manufactur- 
plant management, engineering, in- schedule for a department. pack- ing installation, in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
dustrial engineering, and research ing the company’s new deodorant Venzke, who expects to receive 
and development. .n the program soap bar. On a later assignment, his Bachelor of Science degree in 
in which they participated each of he observed at first hand the daily Electrical Engineering (with a ma- 
the Wisconsin students had a role of an electrical foreman in the jor in Communications and Elec- 
chance to examine several possible plant’s operations. Ken comes from tronics, plus a Physics option) in 
careers through personal experience West Allis, Wis. He is a member — June was first assigned the prob- 
in actual work and through close of Phi Eta Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, lem of determining what equip- 
teamwork and discussions with A.LE.E., LR.E.-Polygan Board ment and procedural changes were 
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Bars of high-quality Ivory Soap stream off the wrapping machines at Ivorydale plant—oldest and largest of P & G's 

manufacturing locations. In the operation above, for example, a high percentage of wrappers on the finished bars may not 

be “in register.” The Summer Training man might be asked to find the cause for the faulty registration and devise a way to 

eliminate it. 

needed for a twenty per cent in- 3. Evaluate a modification which Individual Workshops in career 

crease in the sulfation capacity for has been made on a pilot plant in fields were kept small, eight to ten 

making a liquid detergent, Later, synthetic granules production and men, to insure participation. Each 
he worked on the development of determine the best operating condi- Workshop man presented a report 
a reject mechanism that, coupled tions for producing detergents us- on his problem ‘to the others in his 

with a premium detector, would re- ing the modification, group and to members of company 

move cartons of detergent granules 4, Find the source and determine management; these group reports 

that had not had a planned pre- how to correct product loss through giving each student an over-all pic- 

mium inserted in them. Gene, the vacuum system on a high-speed ture of the company’s technical and 

whose hometown is Waukesha, synthetic detergents packing line. engineering operations in his Work- 

W IS.y is a member of Eta Kappa 5. Develop a method and design shop area. 

Nu, his Eta Sigma, and Tau equipment to accomplish economi- In Cincinnati, Workshop men 

Beta Pi. cally a special short production run. were furnished housing at a Uni- 
Typieel Assignments 6. Investigate the effects of vn of Cincinnati dormitory. 

Some other typical problems formulation and process variables for the arrangements were made 

which P& G Wiekshop: studlerits on physical properties of liquid on the men ae in Work- 

were assigned: sop : shortening under various storage loot at each of the P & G plant 
see conditions. Ocations. 

L. Determine optimum ware- 7, Prepare a multi-factor incen- And the two weeks were not all 

house inventory levels for certain tive plan for a production operator. work, Friendships formed quickly 
company products at a plant. in the exchange of information be- 

2. Measure forced air flow Procter & Gamble Workshops in tween men coming from different 

through a synthetic detergents Plant Management were held at colleges. Evenings, and during the 
spray drying tower, then make plants in several parts of the coun- single week end, the men were 
comparisons of air flow to objective try. All staff division Workshops in free to enjoy the sports, cultural, 

data already known such as power Engineering and Industrial Engi- and social facilities and_ historical 

usage of the tower exhaust fan, in neering were held at the company’s points of interest in and around 
order to determine effective operat- technical and manufacturing head- the city. 
ing controls on the air flow. quarters in Cincinnati. (Continued on page 46) 
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| | A| DOOR IS OPEN AT ALLIED CHEMICAL 

If you like to work with people and machines, and want investigate the possibility of a production career with immediate and direct responsibility, you'll enjoy the chal- Allied Chemical, maker of 3,000 different products spell- lenge offered by production. Maintaining production in a ing opportunity to chemists, chemistry majors and engi- huge, modern chemical plant means daily challenge and neers at our more than 100 plants throughout the country? exciting diversity of assignment. It’s the ideal spot for the Write today for a newly revised copy of “Your Future man who wants an Opportunity for immediate practical in Allied Chemical.” Or ask our interviewer about Allied application of technical theory. And statistics show that when he next visits your campus. Your placement office production is one of the best training grounds there is for can tell you when he’ll be there. 
the development of managerial or executive talent. Allied Chemical, Department 39-R1 

Does this sound like vour kind of work? Then why not 61 Broadway, New York 6, New York 
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On-the-job training at Allied’s Delaware Works, which pro- 
duces sulfuric acid, phosphates and other heavy chemicals, 

A 
BASIC TO llied 

AMERICA’S 
PROGRESS hemical 

DIVISIONS: BARRETT - GENERAL CHEMICAL+ NATIONAL ANILINE - NITROGEN- PLASTICS AND COAL CHEMICALS- SEMET-SOLVAY-+ SOLVAY PROCESS - INTERNATIONAL 
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Professional Engi 

by Darell Meyer ee’61 

NEW DISTRICT | HEAD a La Crosse County Easter Seal 

The State Highway Commission a as i. yy, i Board, and has served as chairman 

has called back to Madison from og ki a oa - of the Lay Committee on the study 

La Crosse Vere L. Fiedler, P.E., to i , of school construction costs in 

fill the vacancy of District I Engi- : UU by La Crosse. 

neer left by J. C. Jones, P.E., who a oe \ His social affiliations include 

retires June 1, 1959, A 32-year vet- : ee 4 membership in the La Crosse Elks 

eran with the Commission, Fiedler * yy 2 Club, the Rotary, and the Shrine. 

will take on the responsibilities of : C7 oe In December, 1924, Mr. Fiedler 

heading the Madison District which 4 o- as married Grace E. Haase. They have 

is entering the largest program of oe three sons; Harold L., an engineer 

highway construction in its his- ; 4 with the Milwaukee District of the 

tory, with 17 miles of Interstate ~— Sean Highway Commission; Ronald L., 

Highway already under contract, : _ with the Waukesha District II, and 

part of which is already under 2 oe oo Dean E., at home. 

construction. j | , io: Mr. Fiedler’s hobby is traveling. 

Vere Fiedler was born in 1903, in oe | — e At college, he engaged in boxing. 

Oakdale, Wisconsin, and graduated : q cw ee Mr. Fiedler’s coming to Madison 

from Tomah High School. He at- . -_ will be a gain to the Southwest 

tended Tri-State College at Angola, A Chapter at the expense of the West- 

Indiana, where he received his B.S. Z ( A ern Chapter of W.S.P.E. 

degree in Civil Engineering, Vere L. Fiedler. 

After a year of experience in sub- STATE BOARD ACTION 

division and strect layout work, he ant District Construction Engineer a 

came to the La Crosse District of | when he was transferred to the The State Board at the January 

the Highway Commission in 1926, Main Construction Office, in Madi- 10 meeting considered for, acuon. 

where he worked as an inspector, son, late in 1948. In 1953, he be- the restatement of the Articles of 

chief of party, and resident engi- came Assistant State Maintenance Incorporation of W.S.P.E. so as to 

neer until 1929, In 1930, he re- Engineer until December, 1954, conform to recent amendments to 

joined the Highway Commission at when he was appointed District the By-Laws. 

the Green Bay District where he Engineer to La Crosse. 

resumed highway work in various Mr. Fiedler is a registered Pro- Amendments to By-laws 

capacities, but mostly in construc- fessional Engineer, a member of The amendments to the By-Laws 

tion, until 1942, During World War N.S.P.E., and the Western Chapter are considered to facilitate the use 

Il, he was with the Bureau of of W.S.P.E., serving currently as of the so called ‘““Texas-Plan” 

Public Roads on the Alean High- Board Director of the last men- whereby it invites new P.E, and 

way and in the Philippine Islands tioned organization. E.LT. registrants to join W.S.P.E., 

on rehabilitation work. Civic minded, he is a member granting them free introductory 

In carly 1947, he rejoined the of the La Crosse Lutheran Hos- membership for the balance of the 

Green Bay District and was assist- pital Association, Director of the year in which they join, 
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G. D. Simonds, President Fox River Valley Chapter. 

G. Douglas Simonds, President for several companies in the New String Quartette and is president of 
of the Fox River Valley Chapter of York Metropolitan area as drafts- the civic orchestra. 
W.S.P.E., came to Clintonville, Wis- man, chief draftsman, layout and Socially, he is active in the Clin- 
consin, in 1935, at the age of 41 to designer for equipment ranging  tonville Ski Club and the M. & M. 
assume the duties of Assistant Chief from adding machines and type- Yacht Club. 
Engineer for the Four Wheel Drive writers to auto parts and various In the engineering field, he is 
Auto Company, He became Chief electrical equipment. credited with important patents, in- 
Engineer in 1952, and in 1954, From 1921 to 1935, his work ventions, and developments in A-11 
he became Vice President of ranged from Engineer to Sales Wheel Drive Trucks. He is also 
Engineering. Engineer for A. T. & T, Bell Sys- responsible for the expansion of 

Born in Newark, New Jersey, in tem, the Graybar Electric Com- the Engineering Division at the 
1896, he resided, worked, and ac- pany, and the Four Wheel Drive Four Wheel Drive Corporation. 
quired engineering experience in Auto Company. Mr. and Mrs. Simonds (the for- 
New York and New Jersey until Professionally, Mr. Simonds is mer Mildred Brook) have two chil- 
his coming to Wisconsin. He ac- affiliated with §.A.E.,N.S.P.E., and dren, Alice May, born May 23, 
quired his Mechanical Engineering W.S.P.E. Fox River Valley Chap- 1921, and George Jr., born October 
education at Cooper Union and be- ter, serving currently as president 30, 1929. 
gan his first engineering work as a of _the last organization. From his civic and social activi- 
draftsman for the Splitdorf Elec- His civic activities, beside Rotary, ties, it can readily be seen that his 
tric Company at Newark, New Jer- are definitely of musical leaning hobbies are sailing and skiing. 
sey, in 1916. Until 1921, he worked as he belongs to the Clintonville (Continued on page 46) 
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{/ KHK is looking forward to an and Victoria House are presently 
active semester socially, academi- planning a booth that will un- 
cally, and professionally. Two doubtedly be just as novel and ex- 
smokers were held for prospective citing as last year’s. 
pledges on February 9 and 16, The The members of Kappa Eta 

a Var smokers were held to familiarize Kappa have submitted: a proposal 
~ the new students with the men for a student workshop to the fac- 

and activities of the fraternity. Of ulty of the electrical engineering 
NEWS FROM KAPPA ETA KAPPA course, there were plenty of re- department. The workshop will be 

a . — freshments served along with a open two nights a week if the plan 
: he spring semester s first meet- good deal of socializing between is accepted, and will be made 

ing of the Delta chapter of Kappa the actives and new students. The available to all electrical engineer- 
Eta Kappa, professional electrical new pledges will have a chance ing students. All in all, it looks like 
engineering fraternity, was held at to display their wit. and talent at another well rounded program for 
the chapter house located at 204 the pledge party on April 18. From the members of KHK to enjoy dur- 
North Murray Street, Madison, The past records it can be noted that ing this spring semester. 
new officers for the spring semes- the pledge planned party usually 
ter are: President, Al Goshaw; Vice is the most interesting party of TRIANGLE FRATERNITY 
President, Al Spangler; Treasurer, the year. The second semester rolled into 

Fred Hermann: Recording Secre- Last semester’s pledges were for- full swing at Triangle with an in- 
tury, Don Eliason: Corresponding mally initiated into the fraternity formal party on February 7, and a 

Secretary, Myron Stanke; Alumni at the chapter house on March 7. Valentine Party on February 14. 

Secretary, Bob Baltes: and Social The new initiates are: Donald Final plans are now being made for 
Chairman, Jim Teppo. Bendis, Rodney Littlefield, Carlos St. Patrick’s Day, with a buffet 

ATTENTION (PROFESSIONAL Matos, Myron Noth, and David lunch for Triangles and their dates 
: Schroeder. Also at this time, Mr. scheduled at the fraternity house 

FRATERNITIES AND Donald Gritzmacher, faculty mem- preceding St. Pat’s Dance. Oscar, 
SOCIETIES ber of the Electrical Engineering the Ironman, mascot of the engi- 

Publicize your group through Department, was initiated into the neers, is being polished for his 

news items in the Wisconsin Engi- fraternity as an honorary member. appearance as guest of honor at 
neer. Every professional fraternity After the formal initiation, the the dance. 

and society knows the value of members were assembled at Hans Rushing smokers were held on 

publicity for reaching new mem- — Thaller’s Steak House for the initia- — February 2, 6, and 16, in an effort 

bers. Here is a perfect opportunity tion banquet. Mr. Scott Cutlip, of to acquaint the engineering stu- 

to make known your group's activi the Department of Journalism, — dent with Triangle. Dean Bruce 

ties and plans. All we ask that you was the guest speaker, Davidson spoke on “A Broader 

do is to hand in your news items Socially, KHK has a well planned Education for Engineers” at the 

with fairly detailed information, program for second semester. The — February 6 smoker. Faculty guests 

especially names, in a reasonably parties that are planned will take included Al Szews and_ Professor 

well written or typed form. Have place at the fraternity house on George Sell. 
the information in to the Wiscon- the evenings of February 14 and Triangle Publicity Chairman, 

sin Engineer office, room 333 MLE. 28 and April 18. The semester’s Steve Resan, has begun making 

Building, by the fifth day of the social festivities will be terminated contacts for the annual Parent’s 

month preceding the date of publi- with a picnic to be held on May Weekend tours through the Engi- 

cation. This is our service to you. 9. All of the members are Iook- neering Buildings. These tours 

It costs you nothing, so take advan- ing forward to another fun filled have been sponsored by Triangle 

tage of it! Campus Carnival exposition. KHK (Continued on page 47) 
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4 Ries ou et ae In chambers like this at the Willgoos Turbin 

2 ae = a 6 6h Cea Engine Test Facility full-scale engines may b 

ee ong) | —< | 2k. tested in environments which simulate condi 

| Ln Khe - : tions from sea level to 100,000 feet. Mach 
oS 2 ee _ ees : 
i | ie co 2 conditions can also be simulated here. 
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The Willgoos Turbine Engine Test Facility is the world’s most ae EP ; ee we 

extensive privately owned turbine development laboratory. De- hee Sal Oe 

signed and built specifically to test full-scale experimental en- be ee % 

gines and components in environments simulating conditions at ae. g& Pl pe Be, 

extreme altitudes and speeds, it is currently undergoing expan- ft lt 

sions that will greatly increase its capacity for development test- In the new Fuel Systems Laboratory enginee 

ing of the most advanced forms of air breathing systems. can minutely analyze the effects of extreme e1 
vironmental conditions on components of fu 
systems — conditions such as those encow 
tered in advanced types of flight vehicl 
operating at high Mach numbers and high alt 
tudes. Fuel for these tests can be supplied | 
any temperature from —65°F to +500°F. 
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Unmatched Engineering Facilities for Developing 

Advanced Flight Propulsion Systems 

Operations at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft are essen- 

tially those of an engineering and development par : a 
organization. As such, an engineering atmosphere Sou ee an 

dominates the work being done, much of which di- aces a + ae sp 
rectly involves laboratory experimentation. oie ee ey sas wae 

In the past three decades, expansion at Pratt & = = i eae ha eC 

Whitney Aircraft has been almost tenfold. In a | 
recent years, greatest emphasis has been on extend- > ae oa Pe So 

ing engineering facilities to meet the needs of ad- ee rs / Ce 
vanced research and development programs in flight aot Me “secrs Ba 7 A 

propulsion. ieee Ss eee ead 

Among the Connecticut P & W A facilities are eae " : 
many that are unequaled in the industry. Thus g : 
today, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is better prepared : 

. » The Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Laboratory, 
than Ne to continue a or the wor 8 operated by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, is situated on a 
best aircraft powerp. ants ... to probe the propulsion 1,200-acre tract near Middletown. The Laboratory was 
future... to build and test greatly advanced pro- specially built for the development of nuclear flight 
pulsion systems for coming generations of flight vehi- propulsion systems. 

cles — in whatever form they take. 

aa For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney 
Kg: Er UN Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, 
Ay © 7 Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

=§9 PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
©) Division of United Aireraft Corporation 
QS 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — United, Florida 
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we make our own predictions 

At Hamilton Standard, the future is in the hands of today’s 
young engineers, from the analysis of untried, unproved sys- 
tems and methods through the design and development of all 
our aircraft equipment. 

Analytical problems are encountered in a wide range of en- 
gineering activity* as a prelude to solving the problems of 

design and development of environmental systems, engine con- 

a 2 trols, auxiliary power units and other vital equipment which 

) i Bie Hamilton Standard will provide for such “out-of-this-world” 

sf ‘ Ai aircraft as the North American B-70 bomber and F-108 inter- 

Jf a ye ceptor. These assignments require outstanding engineers who 

Ss Ara Ale et will be working on the threshold of space. Their careers will 

\ \ progress as the space age advances. 

The project system — : ; 
small groups of engineers *aerodynamics therodynamics control dynamics 

working together heat transfer stress analysis mechanical analysis 
as teams 2 ad a. 

provide’the creative, mechanical ; vibration systems analysis 

stimulating atmosphere metallurgy measurement instrumentation 
necessary in solving fluid dynamics techniques development 

the problems of the 
Space age. reliability and statistical methods 

IBM and analog computing; data deduction 

If you are interested in designing and developing such products as these, contact 
Timothy K. Bye, Engineering Personnel Coordinator, or arrange for an interview with your college placement officer. 

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. a 
47 BRADLEY FIELD ROAD » WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT = = 
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| | 
' “| wanted a job | could ith—and I’ve got it” wanted a joD | Could grow WI and | ve got | 
\ —— ! 
\ | 
\ ! 
; H. James Cornelius graduated from Swarthmore Bell Laboratories. This 19-month course of study i 
| College in 1954 with a B.S. in Electrical Engineer- —with full pay—deals with advanced techniques } 
\ ing. He's heen “growing” ever since with the and new concepts in electronics which signal a ! 1 oO 5 5 . F . oD 1 

\ Bell ‘Telephone Company of Pennsylvania. new era in telephony. It involves both classroom 1 
1 . : : 

Pare ‘ theory and practical laboratory applications. 
' After an initial 44-week  inter-departmental ony P Y apr . | 
| training course. Jim was made Facility Engineer When Jim and his colleagues return to their | 
1 in charge of the fast-growing Norristown-Potts- companies. they'll review major engineering proj- ; j g g g es, & proj ! 

town area. In that capacity. he engineered over ects. This will assure the best use of equipment \ 
' half a million dollars’ worth of carrier systems and for current engineering, as well as for expected i 

cable facilities between major switching centers new developments in communications. ! 

| in; Pemsylwartia. “T wanted a job I could grow with,” says Jim, | 
' Today. he is one of 50 young engineers from “and I’ve got it. I can’t think of a better place | 1 ) y & eng g ] 1 
| the Bell Telephone Companies chosen to attend a than the telephone company for an engineering i 

special Operating Engineers Training Program at graduate to find a promising future.” | 
\ 

_ 
em. 

| Many young men like Jim Cornelius are finding rewarding careers eC ABA} ! 
“ah way ! 

i with the Bell Telephone Companies. Look into opportunities for ae 1 1 P PP 
you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. And BELL TELEPHONE ! 

: read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office. COMPANIES { 
1 I i 

| 
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New Type Radar : Pa 
4 _ 

Antenna ain - er 
A new radar antenna that may | ee oe PP 

be the forerunner of antennas for ] ne a |. Ge 
powerful, long-range antimissile ra- oe, ; ——  ——— e 
dars of the future chas been an- | Bee ye Oe — 

nounced by the Westinghouse « os (en 
Electric Corporation, An important ‘ e/a XN 2 
characteristic of the antenna, ave A CO 

known as a Helisphere, is that it ty — y To). 
scans the sky throughout a com- pi ee y : ‘a 

a * er’ A ‘ age... fe So 
plete circle without any motion y 7 ° 
of the antenna structure itself. In i is! | 

ne : en 4 i, contrast, a conventional radar an- i) _ i 

tenna must rotate continually as it Hl i] 

sweeps the sky in search of flying i P 
aircraft, In addition, the Helisphere H “ey 
antenna is extremely effective in i 9 3% ; 
concentrating high-frequency —ra- H tof (a, : 

ar waves into an intense, narr f “ 7. ae dar waves into an intense, narrow, iy : m" _\ 8 Ty 
moving beam. y aes £. . \ Ne p | Oe an : q a % S\N a fa 

The Helisphere radar antenna ee ) a as NG fy 
has several advantages over con- ee SY a i as Ze 

ventional types. A nonrotating de- f a ER 1G 
sign permits faster scan and track be > &. A Nee oe 5 

- ¥ ead ae o : \\ Wee rates and eliminates the driving Oe dj ey ie 
power normally required to turn jjjeae Soe a oe 
it. Antenna construction is simpli- | ea 7 i od SSS 
fied and the problem of rotating a) — 
bearings, especially acute in large : | i ey ee, 
ground-based radar systems, is \ ‘i ‘ Ai so va ay : ' — : done away with. The Helisphere - go s 

. dT an . r * Eu oe | 7 fa itiieemnnienssesocannae senile & secures these advantages by substi- 4 ee a 2 
tuting motion of radar energy in- ‘ as 2D ot 
si 1 * e ¢ =f i For >= Cus ar . . aIes the ante i for the Sustomary Ready to emerge through the roof of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories 
rotation of the antenna structure for tests of its radiation pattern is this six-foot model of the Helisphere, a new kind 

itself. of radar antenna considered the forerunner of the future. 
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Experimental versions of the | The “department store” version of FULL-SCALE TEST OF WELDED 
Helisphere have included both the Helisphere antenna consists of CONSTRUCTION 
rigid and inflated balloon-shaped — a _bualloon-like cloth structure six . : 
models. The inflated version offers feet in diameter. The all-important On September 6, the eleven- 
the additional advantage of a large — conducting metal strips winding Story welded-steel framework of a 
structure that is light in weight, spirally around the surface of the = NeW building being erected in 

portable, and quickly and_ easily antenna are simply the decorative Toronto, Canada, for Union Car- 
erected. metallic threads that were woven bide Canada Limited collapsed in 

It is believed that the Helisphere into the fabric when it was loomed —® high wind and was completely 
is an important advance in radar as a drapery material. demolished. Two consulting firms 
antenna design, particularly for The cloth is placed around a have now reported their findings 
those applications requiring large rubber bladder and the Helisphere 28 to the cause of the collapse. 
antenna installations, is inflated to shape by pumping it Findings of the two firms. state 

Essentially, the Helisphere an- full of air. Only low pressures that because of insufficient tempo- 
tenna is a sphere, either inflated are required; about one-three-hun- rary bracing during erection, the 
like a balloon or of rigid construc- dredth of the pressure inside the steel framework, which had been 

tion like a plastic globe. On the — average automobile tire. welded up to the seventh floor, was 
surface of the sphere, or imbedded Ancther inflated cloth structure, unable to withstand the extremely 
in it, are narrow metal conducting called a radome, completely covers high local winds. 
strips. These strips wind around the balloon-shaped Helisphere. A The January 3 edition of the 
the sphere in an endless spiral large plastic bag acts as a low- — Toronto newspaper, The Financial 
shape, or helix, as do the threads pressure air lock through which — Post, made the following  state- 
on a wood screw. It is from this the scientists enter and leave the ment: “The collapse proved an in- 
peculiar helical layout on the space between the Helisphere and valuable test of full-scale welded 
sphere that the Helisphere gets its its radome, The radome protects construction, Welding of the stcel 
name, the antenna from the weather and framework on the 11-story building 

Radar Waves are Polarized keeps it stationary in the wind. had been completed up to and in- 

Operation of the Helisphere de- Because bl Spiers 18 avery os cluding the seventh floor level. 
pends upon the fact that radar most. sta 2 a ae Il ee : When the building collapsed, 
waves can be polarized; ie., made Helisphere is especially rigid anc welded sections were subjected to 
to vibrate back and forth in a sturdy, . tremendous stresses—far greater 
single plane. These polarized xadar Large Diameter than any they would be forced to 

waves are sprayed against the in- A full-scale Helisphere would be bear under normal conditions, Ex- 
side surface of the sphere in such about 100 feet in diameter and perts were amazed at the way the 
a manner that they vibrate parallel would employ radar waves about welds took the stam. 5 Jnspection 
to the thin conducting strips on — one foot in wave length, The pres- by the Canadian Welding Bureau 
the sphere. When so oriented, the ent inflated model works on wave showed that only one of several 
surface acts as a reflector for the lengths about 10 times shorter hundred had failed. 
radar waves and reverses their than this. The consultants, architects, and 
direction back to the other side of The radar waves are fed into other structural engineer authorities 
the sphere. the antenna through a vertical, hol- gave unqualified approval to both 

Because of the nature of a helix, low tube, or wave guide. The top the unusual design of the building, 
the strips on the opposite surface end of the wave guide is bent at which was free of interior columns, 
of the sphere lie at right angles, not right angles and is aimed horizon- and the welded connections, 
parallel, to the reflected radar tally at the inside surface of the 
waves. Therefore, the waves pass antenna just about at its center. 3-D TECHNIQUE PROBES 
through these strips without reflec- Simply rotating this short piece of AIR TURBULENCE 
tion and continue on into space as wave guide inside the antenna ro- . : 
a AEKOW SAGAE DER: tates the resulting radar beam A new three-dimensional tech- 

The phenomenon is quite simi- along the horizon in a full circle. nique for studying air turbulence 
lar to the behavior of light rays Experiments have shown that the has been developed. 
from an automobile headlight as Helisphere antenna operates effec- Part of studies designed to im- 
they bounce off the surface of a tively over a considerable range of prove cameras and film for taking 
wet pavement. Such light is polar- beam elevation angles. The trans- pictures at long-range, the new 3-D 
ized. This polarized light is mitted beam shows a width of only technique, can pinpcint moving 
blocked, and its glare eliminated, one degree. Spurious radiation from pockets of air that deviate light 
by a pair of Polaroid-type sun the sides and back of the antenna rays and interfere with aerial and 
glasses. But, if the glasses are ro- is no higher than that produced by similar long-distance photography. 
tated and held vertically in front — conventional types. Photo experiments were per- 
of the eye, the light and the glare All in all, there is no technical formed at lonely Canadice Lake, 
come through. reason why the Helisphere will not in upper New York State. 

Baty yards of drapery material, seals ‘up to very! large pees and The pockets of air under study 
purchased in a Pittsburgh depart- eventually emerge as a highly use- vere fr four inches to six foot 
ment store have been converted ful and desirable type of radar an- Were ATOM FOUR MENES CO SIX Tee 
into a working model by scientists. tenna structure, (Continued on next page) 
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in diameter. The air pockets had a rial, This field can be measured A study of intervalley scattering 
temperature a fraction of a degree by attaching contacts along the time has led to a better understand- 
higher or lower than the surround- length of the sample. ing of semiconductor materials. It 
ing air. As a result, they had a Since this effect depends on some has been found that this scattering 
refractive index different from the bunching of the carriers, it is nor- is due in part to phonon scattering 

rest of the air. This deviates some mally reduced greatly by their mu- and in part to impurity scattering. 
of the light rays and causes fuzzi- tual electrostatic repulsion, There These two effects may be sepa- 
ness of the image in long-distance are someé situations. however, in rated, as the photon effect becomes 

photographs. which more than one type of ‘care greater at higher temperatures 

Because wind causes movement rier is present, and it is possible to (above 100°K) while the impurity 

of the air pockets, watching their bunch each type separately with- effect is predominant at tempera- 

images on a screen is like “look- out developing a net space charge. tures below about 60°K. Between 

ing at a waterfall sideways.” Such is the case with n-type ger-  60°K and 100°K, -the two effects 

At Canadice Lake, scientists set tee in spi the plectrons are mixed, 
‘© high-intensity light sources elong to a band which has a 

aoe ttcen tiles across umber of distinct energy minima _‘HEMUM UQUEFACTION AND 
the north end of the lake. Each of — oF “valleys.” The electrons in the 

the light sources was polarized vicinity of these various valleys re- The Boulder, Colorado, labora- 

with a filter. act differently hes Ae ae gue of the National Bureau of 
rs - caree thich was giving rise to the acoustoelectric tandards has made a study for 

eer oe et ctw, attGl effect. The magnitude of this ef- the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics on 
an observer wearing a pair of spec- fect gives a measure of the inter- the feasibility of transporting he- 

tacles like those once used to WiEW valley scattering time; ie, the lium over long distances in liquid 
3D movies. mean transition time between the form. The study reveals that large- 

. separate groups of states in the scale liquefaction plants and liquid 
A pattern of “shadows” in con- conduction bands which lie near distribution systems compare fav- 

stant motion appeared on the the minima of energy (valleys). orably with compressed gas sys- 
sereen, with each of the light Experimental verification of the tems as a means of transportation 
sources producing a shadow of the, coustoelectric effect has been. ob- when quantities and distances are 

pocket in a different place on the tained by passing acoustic waves sufficiently great. 
screen, The observer with the 3-D at frequencies of 20:meand.60 me The current importance of he- 

glasses could thus “look into” the through a bar of n-type germanium lium to national defense and to 
space between the screen and the and measuring the voltage induced both basic and applied research 

light source, get an effect of depth, along the bar. To minimize stray has focused attention on the cost 
and judge the distance of each effects, the acoustic waves are of its transportation. For large us- 
pocket from the screen. modulated with an audio fre- ers, such as the Navy, liquefaction 

Knowing the distance between quency, thus producing an audio and transportation of helium at or 
the light sources and the distance frequency induced voltage rather near its liquid density will lower 
between the shadows appearing on than a d.c. voltage. (Continued on vage:34) 

the screen, the scientists were able 

to calculate, through triangulation, 
the distance of the disturbances 

from the screen. 

The scientists also took pictures 
of the screen images by holding a 

large piece of film directly in front ~ NITROGEN TANK 
of the screen and using a shutter 
on one distant light souree, OUTER) SHELL 

NITROGEN SHIELD 

THE ACOUSTOELECTRIC EFFECT mee oN 
IN GERMANIUM NE AON 

ACCESS 
A direct current can be induced MANHOLE COOL DOWN 

; a oBeyy ia: SHIELD 
in a semiconductor under certain 
conditions by passing acoustic /| INNER SHELL 
waves through it. This effect is Se) See a 
known as the “acoustoelectric ao ) et 
effect” H / HI 

An acoustic wave traveling H (| Ht 
ehrongh a sent aalnstie fands © 5 H_| > \Y—————# LH a 
produce a net force acting on the 2) ane say 
charge carriers in the direction of OD) 
propagation of the wave. To offset }_—____—_—___—- 6o'- o*________________. 

this force, an electric field is in- Insulated rail tank car, 13,000-gallon capacity, designed for large-scale transportation 
duced in the semiconductor mate- of helium at or near its liquid density. 
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Engineer Larry Klivans reviews the results of a computer- at Norair Division, Larry came to Radioplane in 1955. At simulated ground checkout of Radioplane Division's 31, he is Manager of the Division’s 140-man Electronic near-sonic RP-76 rocket-powered target drone. Formerly Support Group, is working toward his doctorate at UCLA. 

a 

Northrop Corporation’s dynamic and diversified corporate struc- RADIOPLANE DIVISION. Creator of the world’s first drone family; has ture creates an ideal work climate for forward-thinking scientists produced and delivered tens of thousands of drones for all the U.S. and engineers. Our three autonomous divisions are all in Southern Armed Forces. Now developing ultra-advanced target drone sys- California — are all headed by progressive management eager to tems for weapon evaluation, surveillance drone systems, and mis- examine and try new ideas. sile systems. 
Let's assume that you are a man who can qualify for one of our NORTRONICS DIVISION. Pioneer in celestial and inertial guidance. engineering teams — a man who can create history! Currently exploring infrared applications, airborne digital com- 
YOU'LL EARN what you're worth, get increases as often as you earn puters and interplanetary navigation; developing ground support, them —based on your own individual achievements, Our salary Optical and electro-mechanical, and data-processing equipment. 
structure is unique in the industry; our vacation policy extra-liberal, NORAIR DIVISION. Creator of SAC’s intercontinental USAF Snark as are all of our other fringe benefits. SM-62. Currently active in programs for the ballistic recovery of YOU'LL LEARN while you earn, with no-cost and low-cost education orbiting man; flight-testing the USAF T-38 supersonic trainer; opportunities at leading Southern California institutions - earn ad- Teadying the N-1S6F NATO-SEATO fighter for flight tests. vanced degrees and keep abreast of latest technological advances NOW WRITE! Get full information on Northrop Corporation and all in your own chosen field. of its Divisions. Then choose the division that offers you the most YOU'LL WORK with men who are acknowledged leaders in their fields Challenge. To reserve your spot where news is happening, wate: 
men chosen for their own capabilities and for skills in guiding Engineering & Scientific Personnel Placement Office, Northrop and developing the creative talents of younger men. And, these Corporation, P.O, Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California. 
ae men who delegate authority, assuring your fair share of credit 
for engineering triumphs. ; I, Ie Km 
YOU'LL BE FLEXIBLE—able to apply your talents to the work you enjoy, fF > bond fro) in the field best suited to your own inclination and ability. Northrop Leer EUAN eh Corporation and its divisions offer wide diversity, with over 30 Nee” son cc = Scams “ol operational fields to choose from. All offer challenge aplenty — Se” ~ 4 oe Opportunity unlimited! Divisions of NORTHROP CORPORATION 
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Zp Y <S by John Nichols ee’60 

THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE num wire which terminated 

just platinum 
wire running through 

the 

MODERN 
ELECTRIC 

LIGHT below the tube in a small coil. An- upper end of the glass tube con- 
other platinum 

wire came up taining the mercury, 
the other was 

November, 
1929 through the globe at the bottom — the mercury itself. Blackening 

of 

HE first incandescent 
light for and ended in another coil just be- the glass by carbon kept this lamp 

"Tei 
there is any record was low the first one, almost touching 

— from becoming 
a commercial 

suc- 

made in 1840, by Sir William it. The space inside the coils and cess, as it had the others. 
Robert Grove, an paelsh judge Here them was piled with pow- In the spring of 1878, Edison be- 

and scientist. It consisted of a coil dered charcoal which was heated gy, ss ‘ » problem at his 
of platinum 

wire covered by an in- to incandescence 
by a current 

gan the study of the pre oe 

verted glass tumbler 
set in a dish passed through 

the wires. Most of Jersey His first experiments 
ware 

of water. This arrangement 
kept the air within the globe was re- migda alone the lines: of previous 

the wire from being cooled by air moved so the charcoal 
would not ones, simply for the purpose 

of 

currents 
and reduced 

oxidation 
of burn up immediately. 

The small confirming 
theirfailure: 

He quickly 
the wire. The lamp gave only a amount of charcoal that did evapo- gave up carbon as a light-giving 
feeble light because, if attempts 

rate was automatically 
replaced by @lement and turned his attention 

to 

es made to obtain a_ stronger 
that in the tube above. This lamp platinum. 

Edison discovered 
that 

ight, the temperature 
of the plati- proved to be impractical, 

because after the platinum 
filaments 

had 

num filament would have been — the globe blackened 
very rapidly beew heated. 16 incavidesoance 

Sav 

raised above its melting point. from the evaporation 
of the eral ries, ns Wats ai arently 

De Moleyns, 
another English- 

charcoal. 
Aviver off a ike ite, become 

man, obtained 
the first patent on One of the most important 

early harder and could be o serated 
at a 

an incandescent 
lamp in 1841. His contributions 

to the study of in- much hi sher tem sotatire: Sinoe he 

lamp consisted 
of a glass globe, candescent 

lights was made by an was 0 eating te filaments 
im ‘i 

the upper part of which held a American, 
J. W. Starr. His lamp hich ne euum ko facilitate 

the at 

glass tube containing 
powdered 

consisted 
of a rod of carbon operat- pon of the gases “Edison decided 

charcoal. 
The tube was open at the ing in the vacuum above a column aes sae tara abou Alament 

bottom and through it ran a plati- of mercury. 
One terminal 

was a which hé thought might last in the 

vacuum. He finally succeeded 
in 

carbonizing 
a piece of ordinary 

sewing thread. This he mounted 
in 

V4 a glass bulb using platinum 
wire to 

Ki, : : . make the connections 
to the out- 

a ee i acme 
side. The filament was gently 

ey le & ie eae 
e hg 34 8 Sh x heated while the lamp was still on 

Tene! f jog goa eet aie kane the exhaust pump, eight hours be- 
Jo hae i [F ve , Sat gl eo ae Sage Lay ‘ ing required 

before the gases 

OTe ee et f=
 

at a! KE eee a get 1 egies 
a WP nok ry psticin i 

Reade Bae yg | ie ey tt & 8 a te Fa i “ i oye. 
plied to the lamp on October 21, 

aa. Wil au au oS Me e she 2 Po MSS 
4 1929, it burned for 45 hours before 

Poa: aha: ' tig - Fe é ee Bee 
- oa giving out. Edison soon found that 

ome EAB OD Meee © Rs ee Sacer 
sere ee carbonized 

paper filaments 
lasted 

eae a eee 
ee pcan st aR ah ee, for several hundred hours. 

re ae 
Be eh 

eS a Subsequent 
development 

of the 

First home of the Electrical 
Engineering 

Department. 
incandescent 

light was devoted 
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largely to a search for more suit- The temperature developed in out to be impractical; it was too able filament materials and for the hot-beds was not high enough expensive and not dependable. At gases which could be used in the to produce the necessary pressure nine, in the morning, and at four, bulbs to give better operation. to run an engine efficiently by in the afternoon, the heat absorbed Osmium, tantalum, and metal- using steam, but ether will produce was only one-fifth as much as that ized carbon filaments were found to a high pressure under a compara- absorbed at noon. The plant with- give a high degree of efficiency but tively low temperature. A sun- stood weathering very well and were fragile and expensive. As power plant using ether as the — showed but little depreciation after soon as a method for drawing working substance was built in several years. tungsten into a wire was found, Arizona to be used for irrigation. Perhaps the most practical and tungsten became the “standard” The ether was heated by running successful sun-power plant devel- filament. it through pipes covered by hot oped so far is the Meadi plant in PAVING BRICK LAID ON IRON BASE water a the hot-beds. After go- Egypt. 
x ro a @) > 7 as ct ie 

December, 1930 ; ; eae ie ao ae had It showed favorable Tesults in 
Three different designs of brick been ‘ped by the engine. Af tests made during the summer of 

avi ith a i as "n pumped by the engine. After 1912; and in the summer of 1913. Paving, with a sheet-iron base re- having served as cooling water, the 4) Il sé itti@ating’ several. 
ceived their first test in 150 feet of water was used for irrigation. The 4 7a eee fied ee jl pavement on the Grand Avenue plant could develop about one ; Housang Bores ot land. The reat 
connection with the Rochester horse ss fis hundred absorber consisted of five parabolic 
Road near Springfield, Illinois. Th pee ee Eton oes mirrors, 204 feet long. A trough : ee © square-feet of heating surface on a ene Ser : : iron base was laid on a very care- : was placed in the focus of each 
full: Jed and leveled subfrage good clear day, but it could only mirror, and water was sent through uly tolled and leveled subfrage. be operated while the sun was thearaush. Th Siare amuree ex 
The following layer was a layer of shining, only about six or seven Me HMB’ DAE: TUS, were: con: two and one half or three inch diese day. trolled automatically so that they ‘ d hours a day. : — brick with asphalt filler. Three 50 Ether is inefficient as a means of followed the sun and were turned 
foot sections were laid, one using converting heat into power, and it toward it all the time. The mirrors 

blue, annealed flat sheets, and the is also impractical. Therefore, an were made by setting A number’ of two other galvanized, corrugated attem - a ae de a ai8e ailhur small mirrors in a steel framework. 
iron of 10 gage. diesde instead of tlie eetnuae They were made strong enough to 

ae anal ae . paw withstand any ordinary tropical ENERGY FROM THE SUN dioxide motors had been used in storm, and were protected from the 

It has long been known that Germany for years to utilize ilie weather. Low pressure steam, 14.7 
a Mery’ high temperature could be heat from the exhaust steam ‘from pounds per square inch, was used 
obtained at the focus of sun’s rays non-condensing engines. the oper- because it was found to give the 
reflected from a mirror. It is said ation of the sulphur dioxide motor best power output per unit cost. It that Archimedes set fire to the Ro- was much like that of the ether, was possible to generate high pres- 
man fleet at Syracuse, in 212 B. C., except that a large storage tank sure steam of up to 500 pounds per 
by focusing the sunlight on the was used. The storage tank was square inch; but the heat losses 
ships with large mirrors. filled with hot water that had been were too great. The variation in the Probably the most successful of heated during the day, to be used amount ‘of heat absorbed fromi 
the earlier sun-power engines was to run the engines at night and on morning to night was only about 
Ericson’s. He used a series of mir- cloudy days when the sun was not 85 percent, because the mirrors rors that reflected the sunlight toa shining. The plant was operated fag the sun all through the day. 
central focus where he had a steam one whole summer pumping thou- , boiler. He had a small steam en- sands of barrels of water. It turned THE END 
gine connected to the boiler with — , . . pee a] 
which he succeeded in developing 6 Les ; ry 
a few horsepower under favorable at ts as ie aR 
conditions. However, his engine Cy eee ee pee te ea: a 
was not approved, because it was Kes tes oe ve a aoe ee 8 
too expensive and impractical. Roe BAG \ Rak me AG hie OMS 

Due to the high cost and non- ae ee pay > ‘ erage pa eat ERS 2 ae el 
durability of the mirrors, various ae = eae i oy al) *y goy 
other schemes of concentrating the . ; WL bse Sao hb ed : 
sunshine were tried, among these Be * eB: 2 so pug 
was the “hot-bed” plan. It was well Bene x Tile ea i, : ae 
known that an ordinary hot-bed Lets ae Siege PB an Renae Mes 
would become very hot on a bright, Bete! Se ae SPN eS mie Ph, me 
sunny day. Schumam built a num- ee Sad oan Ee ge wal fet, ete. a 
ber of hot-beds and tested them WSS ; mee CE See ; it ig : 
for their ability to develop sun- ASU ae SG RENE. seaisoomupee, ARR 
power. He succeeded in getting ae? sh Reape G | aS Ler aa ge uy uf +g 
temperatures high enough to boil Ge Tage! Sie peal Bip de At BOA 
water and to run a small steam OREN tae its Oia dina ae A 
engine. Pe ER Dadi 
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° , ‘ the motions are leveled with the 6. Vertical circle adjustment—to 

Engineer s Transit corresponding plate level. The lev- make the vertical circle or vernier 

(Continued from page 15) eling head is attached to a tripod read zero when the line of sight is : 8 P : 
Inside of the telescope are — by means of a large screw. A small horizontal. Any error here can be 

the normal horizontal and vertical hole can be found centered and be- easily corrected, With the line of 

cross-hairs and two. stadia hairs. low the leveling head. This is used sight horizontal the vernier can be 

They are located above and be- to connect a plumb-bob. shifted in either direction until it 

low the horizontal cross-hair and reads zero. 

are used to determine distance. The ADJUSTMENTS OF THE TRANSIT 7. Optical axis adjustment—to 
space between these two hairs will . . ake the line of sight intersect the 

: coe ba “fi _ a There are certain relationships make the line of sight Intersect the appear to be one foot or approxi tical téE aii a roe howzental 
mately so at a distance of 100 feet. which must exist in the adjustment mA ica on e a ag orizonta 

The lens system has a magnify- of the transit in order for the engi- inte a i, a ae eee he 

American instruments, an extra mgs taken while an instrument 1s The various methods used to ob- 
lens is added to give an erect out of adjustment will obviously tain the proper adjustments will not 

image. Most foreign instruments produce erroneous work, Most of be diseussed: ti detail. It is more 
leave the image inverted thus, us- the Liles tend to accumlate and in- important that the individual un- 

ing one less lens and receiving more crease in magnitude as the length —gerstand the relationships neces- 
light. of the survey increases. Following sary in the transit to provide ac- 

The upper motion contains, along ave some of the most important ad- curacy in survey work. The adjust- 
with the telescope, the compass and _justments in the operation of the — ments must be done in the order 
two level tubes which are at right transit: given above. The reason for this is 

cnele-to each other, Along spuidle 1. verticall-exoss linir-adjustment’ 9 tat When a particulay ett ts 
. 2 S$ e S xe ee : ‘a a 7 

from the center of the horizontal shoulil Hesiw « plamsyerpendientan een EO NIE ONE 

circle of the upper motion, which to the ponzontal ws. ws s a TYPES OF TRANSITS 
allows it to ride on a smaller cir- compis y making the vertica : : 
al af the lower iiotion. ‘Therefore hair line remain over a distant As mentioned previously, trans- 
the telescope can be rotated hori. Point as the telescope is moved up _ its are basically all alike. However, 

zontially 360 degrees in either di- and down. there ale modifications in their con- 
rection. Rotation of the upper mo- 2. Plate level adjustment—to suction, depending on the ee 

eas a a le 2 en 5 = ; J pose for which they are intended. 
tion is controlled by the upper or make the axis of each plate level E ‘ ° 

PERI BLAKE Ol: mae bs ¢ e P Following are the four types of 
vernier plate clamp screw, and fine jig in a pl diculs H ‘ es plane perpendicular to the — Americz ansits: available: 
adjustment is made with the upper Vertical axis. This means that the moerican transits: avallaDies 

tangent screw. : plate level tubes should stay cen- . Plain transit. This instrument is 
ae ae ‘motion rests in the tered regardless if the telescope is limited to measuring horizontal an- 

ne ing ie hse é the upper a totated in the horizontal Girele. Cor: gles and ae os of a 
our Fess " m oa ei a t rections are made by adjusting the 1 tet ee out 4 vertical cir- 

aA “eure os ae vines ne tins screws on the plate levels. cle anc’ telescope level. 
: sgrees. Readings are taken « : : . 
from this circle with the aid of 3. Line of sight adjustment—to City Eransiti ae ie tk 8 yet a 
verniers through two openings in make the line of sight perpendicu- oy Mt Ese ae an eae eer al d 
the upper motion. The verniers are lar to the horizontal axis. Correc- aah be wncles a dist ane. 
labeled the A and B verniers and tion for any error in this case is they the Tee he cae ee tke 
are situated 180 degrees apart. taken care of by adjusting the in- th na dard inst earmes: “ithe me 
Horizontal angles are thus meas- _ tersection of the cross hairs by the ne Standaretnstrume nt without a 
ured by first sighting the telescope screw adjustment on the eve piece. compass. 
on a particular point by moving 3 é ‘ eati e ite. This is bas- nf pa Wy yr g 4. Horizontal axis adiwauvent— / Repeating theodolite. This is bas 
the lower motion when the upper ; 3 ically the same as a fully equipped 
motion and lower motion are tg makerthe horizontal as, perpen transit, but is larger and heavier in 

clamped together with the upper dicular to the vertical axis. The ob- 5 stra stior . It has verniers nore 
clamp screw. Then the lower iho. jective here as to adjust the hori- finely vradwated nd levels mote 
tion clamp screw is tightened, the zontal axis ‘either by saising or sensitive. It usually has perma- 

upper clamp screw is loosened, and loweting ne ond of it until the nent! attached ma raitying lasses 
the telescope is rotated to the we perpendicular t9 the vertical for rening the vanes he oe. 

second point. The vernier has ee curately and an optical centering 

moved with the upper motion to a 5. Axis of the telescope adjust- device for more accurate centering. 

different point of graduated circle ment—to make the line sight par- The repeating theodolite is used 

indicating the angle turned. allel to the axis of the telescope for work on very high precision. 1 vor ry high | 
The leveling head consists of two level. The correction is made by Mining. This is similar to the 

alates held together by four evenly raising or lowering one end of the _ engineer’s transit except that an I g ) gs g 8) P 
spaced leveling screws. By turning level tube on the scope until its auxiliary telescope is attached 

two adjacent screws at one time axis is parallel to the line of sight. (Continued on page 49) 
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TV Picture Tubes ie tube from the basing area to PICTURE YOUR 

(Continued from page 12) Each me is individually oper- 
The glass base assembly is ated and inspected. The test oper- FUTURE 

welded, as was done in earlier ator not only checks the physical 
operations, to the base of the pic- and electrical characteristics of the IN THIS 
ture tube. With the completion of tube, but also inspects its over-all 
this operation the tube is air-tight, quality and appearance. Each tube GROWING COMPANY 
except for the evacuation rod _pro- is painted while on the conveyor Pe ee a re 
truding from the glass base of the line that carries it to the packing ss es ¢ ¢ 8 8 8 BB 
tube. department for packing and ship- - 

The picture tube must be evacu- ment. 40 {| | tT TA 
ated so that the flow of electrons To insure standard quality, a as r{ {ttt Ye 
will not be hampered by molecules sample lot of each day’s produc- Yr {| [ELV 
of air. The tube is evacuated to tion is set aside for additional test 3 30 a 
1 X 10° mm of Hg. Until recently, prior to tube shipment. Some tubes 8. | [lA 
cathode-ray tubes were exhausted _ are pressure-tested at 50 pound per $ | et 
one at a time on what was essen- square inch to evaluate their ¥ 20 P=] 
tially laboratory equipment. How- strength; some are subjected to a Sh 7A | tt EY 
ever, new automatic equipment life test to determine how they will = Yi {if ttt el 
now performs this operation. operate throughout life, and others ro 

The tube is attached to the are stored for a period of time and 5 J || fave aratne sues || 
equipment and the evacuation then retested. If the tubes fail to Pit eELEE LE 
process begins. A mechanical pump pass any of these tests, a larger ° 
starts the vacuum operation. The number of that same day’s produc- : : a 
mechanical pump reduces the pres- tion is tested and if iy, ti turn, Looking for 4 solid, satisfying career 
sure to a point where a vapor also fail to pass the tests, that day’s with (a vigorous company In a grow- 
pump may be turned on to lower production is either rejected or | ing industry? American Air Filter 
the pressure to its final point. The __ tested 100 per cent. Company, Louisville, Kentucky — 
tubes are heated in ovens during world’s largest manufacturer of air 
part of the time the pumps are 1000 TUBES A DAY filters, dust control and heating, ven- 
working. This heating causes the Several of the large companies tilating and air conditioning equip- 
air in the tube to be less dense, produce as many as 1000 picture | ment — needs graduate engineers to 
and consequently, the Process of tubes a day in one plant. The aver- | iy responsible jobs in sales, engineer- 
evacuation becomes easier. Finally, age time is takes to produce one ing and production in its 173 field 
the getters are flashed. Getters are _ tube in a highly mechanized plant ffi d el facturin 
electrodes that are heated so that is just over four and one-quarter | OSES 2n@ eleven manutacturing 
they react with the oxygen remain- hours. At a rate of 1000 tubes a | Plants located in seven cities. 
ing in the tube during the final day, at least two tubes must come Next summer AAF will inaugurate 
stage of exhaust. This protects the off the production line every min- | , : h technical traini 
gun elements from deterioration ute. This is a good average in rela-_ | 1 9°*t five-month. techaica raining 
while the tube is in normal opera- tion to the number of workers en- | COUrS€ for a select group of engineer: 
tion. gaged in producing the tubes. ing graduates. This full-time program 

At the end of the exhaust cycle, Thus, the manufacture of the | combines classroom work, under the 
the stem in the glass base of the television picture tube is completed, | direction of competent instructors, 
tube is automatically pinched off, It can be seen by the recent strides | with field trips to both company 
a vacuum-tight seal being pro- in theory (thinner tubes) and man- plants and large industrial users of 
duced. ufacturing (mass production meth- | 4 AF products, 

The tube is then transferred by ods) that much thought, research, 
means of a conveyor belt to the and capital are being utilized to An American Air Filter representa- 
next area where the plastic base obtain a cheaper and better prod- | tive will be on your campus at an 
is applied and baked with infra-red _ uct. THE END | early date to interview interested 
heading to cure the basing cement. BIBLIOGRAPHY seniors. For the exact date and time, 
After this operation, the leads from “Aluminizing TV Picture Tubes at | contact your Placement Office, now. 
the electron gun are soldered to Senica Falls.” Sylvania Technologist, 
the base pins by sweating solder — July, 1955. . / ; : . . 

into the small holes that were left i, Shout ison of the Gueicney American Air Filter 
in the pins. tube in Television.” Sylvania Technolo- 

gist, Part I, January, 1952. Part II, Febru- Company, Inc. 

TESTING THE TUBE ANY, 1952. 
Kohr, C. A., “Automatic Mass Produc- Louisville, Kentucky 

Before the tube can be tested, tion of Television Tubes at RCA’s Lan- 
the cathodes must be aged to ob- caster Plant.” Instrumentation, Fourth 5 

tain Stable emission: This Opera Cmnes, P., and Faulkner, R. D., pV I 
tion is performed while the tube is “High-Speed Production of Metal Kine- 
on the conveyor belt that carries scopes.” Electronics, May, 1949. 
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. 
Balancing A iB 

(Continued from page 21) | 

It is possible for the tooling to in- ‘ 

troduce serious errors. These errors 
are not normally detected during j | 

the balancing operation and, con- i 

sequently, the part will not be L | — = 

within tolerance when released. As | —— Lae es . i —_ -_— 

an example, suppose a part does | 
not have its own shaft, It is then | J 

necessary to provide an arbor for ‘ 
the balancing operation, The de- | i UNBALANCE 

sired rotational axis of the part is 
the centerline of the bore. How- EQUIVALENT | UNBALANCE | FROM KEYWAY 

ever, if the arbor surface that lo- 
cates the bore of the part is not IN PLANES OF COPRECTION-—- 

concentric with the arbor journals, Fig. 2—The resultant effect of an unbalance force due to a keyway is replaced by 

the part would not be balanced equivalent forces in the arbitrary planes of correction, A and B. 

about the proper axis. The balanc- 
ing machine would indicate that 
the part is within tolerance if the 
part is balanced about the arbor 
rotational axis. Therefore, the error . . 
would go undetected until the part the size and weight of the part that from a long range production 

is placed in the final assembly and can be handled. The second is the standpoint. This will include a 
rotated: about the bore centerline. speed with which it can produce choice between special equipment 

Errors can also be introduced if | balanced parts. There are also two and standard or universal equip- 
the tooling (which is directly fas- considerations under accuracy. The ment. Balancing equipment is avail- 

tened to the part) contains an un- machine should indicate accurately able in both forms including inte- 
balance. If the arbor contains an the amount of unbalance in a spec- gral correction equipment. 

unbalance, a correction will be ified plane, regardless of where the 
made in the part for the unbalance plane is and regardless of how Correction Equipment 
contained in the arbor, In effect, it much unbalance is in the other cor- Correction equipment must be 

would be an unbalancing opera- rection plane. In other words, read- selected which will do the opera- 
tion, It is therefore necessary. that ings in the left correction plane tions called for by the designer in 

the tooling design provides a con- should not change if a correction the part drawing. The equipment 

venient means of balancing the is made in the right plane and vice can be completely separate from 

tooling. versa. This is called “plane separa- the balancing operation or it can 
The tooling should also be of tion” and is essential if the machine be integral and controlled by the 

minimum weight to reduce the loss is to be calibrated, The second is balancing machine. Regardless of 
of sensitivity during the balancing the sensitivity to extremely small where it is, the amount control 
operation. However, it must remain unbalances. Sensitive machines should be Zouelated with the un- 
rigid. A flexure under the forces of should be purchased even though balance readings so that the cor- 

unbalance will cause errors in ma- all the sensitivity is not needed for rect amount of material can be 

chine calibration. All errors intro- the part under consideration. It added or removed as called for by 
duced by tooling should be held may be needed later. At any rate, the balancing machine. . 
to a minimum and should never it is not a good policy to be oper- 

exceed one fourth of the balancing ating at the limit of a measuring Operation Sheets 
tolerance. instrument if it can be avoided. Operation sheets should ‘be fur- 

The material and method of A balancing machine must be nished to the production floor to 
manufacture are also critical, The durable enough to operate under supplement the design drawing. 

tooling must be very stable and shop conditions if it is to be used ‘These sheets should describe in de- 
wear well after completion. If any as a production tool. This means tail the setup procedure of the bal- 

WAFDABe OCCUTS, the critical dimen- that it must maintain its accuracy ancing equipment and correction 

sions and balance will both be under changing temperature and equipment for a particular part (in- 
affected, humidity conditions, it must elimi- cluding the tooling to be used). 

PRODUCTION PROBLEMS nate extraneous floor vibrations The sheets should also state the 
from the unbalance readings, and tolerance in terms of correction 

Selection of Balancing Machines it must be rugged enough to with- units instead of ounce inches, For 
Balancing machines are usually stand reasonable material handling example, if the design print calls 

selected on the basis of capacity, procedures. for a tolerance of 0.25 ounce inches 
accuracy, and durability under shop As is normal in all machine selec- in plane “A” and specifies a drill 
conditions. Under capacity, there tion, it will be necessary to decide correction, the operation sheets 
are two considerations. The first is upon the most economical selection should state the tolerance in terms 
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of drill depth. Since the balancing THE FINAL ASSEMBLY ®@ 

machine is calling for drill correc If excessive vibration is found in 

Hon, fie epatetor “will koa he # the final assembly, the fault is often i | 
within tolerance when the machine placed immediately upon the bal- | 

calls for a correction which is less ee ; T are. other 
than the tolerance in terms of drill ances Program: ere are 2 . 

possible reasons for excessive vibra- 
depth. tion which makes it advisable to ro m Gi 

analyze the characteristics of the 
QUALITY” CONTROE vibration before revamping the bal- @ 

Ordinarily, the quality control ancing procedure. One possibility KD ro e ; 

department has its own equipment is that some member of the ma- L 
for checking finished parts. How- chine has a natural frequency at = / 
ever, this is usually not possible in or near the rotating speed of some r ; , B 
checking balanced parts since a part, or that the rotating part is | hoo He | “f 
balancing machine is normally the operating at or near its critical Fs | ety ‘| ie 
best device available for inspect- speed. It takes very little to excite |, * | 4 
ing them. If one hundred percent the member so lowering the bal- i : 3 
inspection is required, it may be —ancing tolerance of the rotating i Mi 1s 
possible that a balancing machine part would be a very ineffective |) ~_ e i Wu 
and a complete set of tooling would _ and costly solution to the problem. “ iw) 
be placed in the production line Changing the natural frequency of a fe) 
behind the balancing operation and the member would be a much bet- ‘ae A = 
controlled by inspection. But, nor- ter approach. - £2. | 2 

mally, it is a case of spot checking If the analysis indicates a flaw ee > 
the production machines. in the balancing procedure, the -. * i ae 

If this is the case, the following trouble can be caused by a num- - YF Fe 
procedure should be followed. ber of things other than too high i a a ke 
First, inspect the balancing ma- ag tolerance. If the vibration analy- | ; : Ye i Bs 

chine to be sure it is calibrated ac- sig shows an amplitude higher than | Pe oe A 
curately, Second, inspect the tool- is possible with a tolerance unbal- | | 4g eo. 3 @& = 
ing to be sure it is not introducing ance there must be another source a g oe 3 

exrors of the type outlined under of unbalance. The following is a s a f: ae 

Design of Tooling. Third, inspect list of some of the places to look: lc eT am 
the part to be sure it is within the ~— A _ me) 
tolerance specified in the operation 1. An erroneous setup on the bal- : = 2 

sheets. ancing machine. _ _ so ' | 

2. Mal-function of the balancing _.. | ' | 
MAINTENANCE machine. |. ah 

The normal procedures for main- 3. Errors introduced by tooling a 3 | tenance of machine tools apply to design or use. : — 
balancing machines as well. How- 4. Accumulative unbalance oo 
ever, the periodic check and pre- caused by assembly fits and ' | 
Zee ial Ieabsicuse are eccentricities. (Included in Cee ee ere we 
especially valuable. The procedures iss scibility | : 

for periodic checks il stock of tis should bs ig possibilty the finest: EAGLE TURQUOISE.® 
: of oversights in the assembly. ‘ | 

parts can be specified by the manu- E le: If a pulley is bal | ey hold their needle point 
facturer. xampie: a pulley 38.08 for line after line of unchang- {f 

. . anced without a key and the ing width. Their leads are 
Tooling also presents a mainte- shaft is balanced without a |  gmooth...make drawing eas- 

nance problem. Adequate protec- key the assembly will be out ier. There's a full range of 17, i 
tive storage should be provided for of balance by the weight of grades. And in ‘each grade, | | 

all tooling when it is not in use. the key times the radius of 100% uniformity. TURQUOISE is: | 

me Ea eee ae bumps the key’s center of gravity.) the pencil most pros prefer. | } 

the mitical disensions anid ‘cause 5. Deflection of some portion of | Better use ‘em yourself. \ 
mis-location of the part. A great the part due to centrifugal | FREE SAMPLEL Write re Fenel 
deal of care must be exercised in force at the operating speed. Ses etal TURGUGEE. Tea oe 
the handling and use of tooling. | od 
Periodic checks should also be set This list of course only covers the | EA G L E INIT 
up for the tooling. They should in- more frequent and general prob- | jo 
clude an inspection of all critical lems. Specific problems can vary 
dimensions. and the balance if widely depending on the type of T U R Q U O | S E 
appropriate. part. THE END | PENCILS - LEADS - HOLDERS 
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; ‘ 
5 There’s much more to it 

than just the size of the FISH 
and the size of the POND 

We've been told that an engineering graduate is frequently attracted to 
companies our size because of his understandable human desire to be “a big 

fish in a little pond”. 

While it is true that (numerically speaking) our employee team is small 
compared to some, we encounter great difficulty in trying to think of Sikorsky 

, Aircraft as a “little pond’. Our contributions to the field of rotary-winged / 

aireraft have not been small, nor can our field be considered limited or pro- 

fessionally confining. Quite the contrary. Sikorsky Aircraft is the company 
which pioneered the modern helicopter; and our field today is recognized as 
one of the broadest and most challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 

And what of the size of the “fish’’? 

Unquestionably, that is a matter involving your own indi- 

vidual potential for growth. Like any far-sighted company, 

; we’re always willing to talk with “young whales’! 

For factual and detailed information about 
careers with us, please write to Mr. Richard 
L. Auten, Personnel Department. 

Se. te 
Ne Q ONE OF THE DIVISIONS OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

~eests eee 
4 BRIDGEPORT-STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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| J \ 7 
| 7 |. — yy L : 

\ i \ 

ig | 4 : | / 
\ | 

A 4 a 

q t 4 

y \ just one of PPG’s versatile 
i 2 / J \ products with outstanding 
beg \ career opportunities for you 

: \ 

i. \ You would expect Selectron to come 
} j a ee 1 from a company like Pittsburgh Plate 

/ ; . A 4 uD Glass . . . a company thoroughly “at 
| WW Hie home” with products of widely varying 
| jf |o4a@ personalities. 

: / ee Look at versatile Selectron. PPG's 
| if 2 Paint Research Division began work on 

oo this unsaturated polyester resin in 1937. 
| 4 1 World War II accelerated research and 
\ i | it was found that by altering the resin 
| ; \ formulation and by using various cat- 
\ \ 4 alysts, inhibitors, or modifiers, finished 
\ \ a Sclectron could be made with a wide 

4 4 range of characteristics. Result? A com- 
\ 4 \ mercial demand from industries pro- 
\ ; : ducing products just as diversified as 

\ 1 4 4 Selectrons’ applications. 
\ _ / For example, you’ll find PPG Selec- 

\ D4 7 tron at work in such unrelated products 
\ / a as radomes, cabinet veneers, condensers, 

\ tf 4 shower stalls, fishing rods, caulking 
: @ i compounds, boat hulls, aircraft windows 
L = af | and home appliance parts. 

Fe ay And Selectron is just one of a long 
i roster of products developed from the 

LE ] ® many facets of PPG research. Every day, 
he ] ~ the scientists and engineers at PPG work 

waue /) toward developing new products and 
4m AW new uses for already established products 

| / to benefit our living in countless ways. 
‘ Right now, long range research is being 

directed toward finding new applica- 
| | tions for polyester resins, toward screen- 
i ing and improving original ideas and 
i - molding them into practical applications. 

[ If you want a career with challenging 
\ A opportunities and a real and rewarding 
‘ 4 future, find out about your place at 
\ “ Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. Write 

| to: Manager of College Relations, Pitts- 
t 7 burgh Plate Glass Company, One Gate- 

/ way Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

PAINTS * GLASS * CHEMICALS * BRUSHES + PLASTICS + FIBER GLASS 

SURE PLATE ae) COMPANY 
and its wholly-owned subsidiary COLUMBIA-SOUTHERN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
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Meet the President Engineering. Until World War I, Edith Kelley, Seattle, Washington; 
(Continued from page 27) he was engaged in Municipal Engi- — and a son, Lt. Donald S. Jones, 

me CC r ILC . - * . . : 
me neering and Railroad Engineering U.S.N., stationed at Kingsworth, 

aimed tee glimmer teak! 4 with the Santa Fe Railroad and Texas; and six grandchildren. 
ae ic Baton 

a gaat Nea ed the Chicago and Northwestern 
ry Pe es : : : = - Railway Company. W.S.P.E. ANNUAL MEETING 

«6 a In World War served as 1 Te ee ae n World War I, he served as a 
SUS Bee oe ea Nd st : oe Bras iffor blson ane 
a NY, oe First Lieutenant in the Corps of Presiden Cord B. Nels re 
aie i. Le ee me. 5 C net s Program Committee 
a x Engineers. Upon discharge from — ROUNCea The rogram . 

ee an ‘ cg 2 : for the Wisconsin Society of Pro- a rr, Fane a the service in 1919, he engaged in fessional Enei Annual Meet 
lw er OR 5 : : po essional Engineers / al Meet- 
i. ~~ highway engineering until coming ne to by held this eg iG ie % t NE a“ * : a % ‘ ing 2 he 5 year April = 
Lond ON eee Nae to Wisconsin and the Highway img to be held this year on Ay > 

ee Pee Cc fcsion in 192° 10, and 11, at the Hotel Schroeder, 
oN eo a Sommission in 1923. E : 
oe Oe ee ee a : in Milwaukee. 
_ Pe 3s The next 36 years were devoted . , . 

eee 3 wp ongig 2 wee . The committee is as follows: 
pe) eae Pk oe i in faithful and meritorious service 
oe e oo - 4 to the State Highway Commission John Gammel, Coc G harman 

os a so where, starting as an instrument Eguis €s-Geter,;CosChatrman 
eee eae ¢ ay, : Louis J. Larson 
oo oe man, he deservedly advanced to Fred Agthe 

nr: Lh head the District I office. During Carl Werwath 
i> ol this period of service with the Com- Charles Nagel 
| ee 4 ad mission, he has experienced and 

qi gn 4a : aided in the growth of this District . . 

BN: A from a construction budget of less Previewing Career 

J. C. Jones. than one million to a construction (Continued from page 24) 
program, for 1959, of 40 million 

RETIRING WITH DIGNITY dollars. Why should a large chemical 

Joseph Clarence Jones, P.E., will Mr. Jones is a member of the processing company spend money 
retire June 1, 1959, after 36 years Madison Rotary and, as a regis- and time on a plan essentially de- 
of service with the Wisconsin State tered engineer, has been a mem- signed to aid men still in college? 
Highway Commission. He is retir- ber of the National Society of Part of the justification lies in the 

ing as District I Engineer after Professional Engineers and the fact that the summer men in their 
serving in that position since Sep- Southwest Chapter of the Wiscon- investigations of current technical 
tember, 1946. sin Society of Professional Engi- problems being faced by P & G 

Born May 26, 1894, in Chicago, neers for a number of years. quite often have come up with 
Mr, Jones attended Kansas State Married to Florence Flagg of solutions helpful to the company. 
College we ae 2 SHpuNe pees 1920, “= ieee me But the principal “why” behind 
in 1913, with a B.S. degree in Civi two children; a daughter, Mrs. the summer programs stems from a 

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—JANUARY 10, 1959 much more basic fact: ‘trained men 
—_x_>x———>>_—_—>————_— == are needed in industry today more 

Name and Position | Address Reg. No. Sponsor than ever before. Some technically 

FOX RIVER VALLEY | trained people don’t find industrial 
Melvin R. Buetow, PE | 1025 H, Marquette St. E-6680 | G. A. Smedlund, PE careers simply because they are not 

Gonbined Loake Ba paeitéi jseEierons sure that careers satisfying to them 

‘Theodore J. Harris, PE | 704 E. Roosevelt St. £-6139 | G. A. Smedlund, PE exist in industry. The Workshop 

Horie set Misoclatos | Appleton: Wie: problem-solving situation helps to 
IL WATKEE | structure the thinking of men soon 
© Karl Schneider, PE | 5400S. dist St. E-4798 | W. E. Bunch, PE to make a career decision as well 

Chief Engr. Large Exe. Div. Milwaukee 19, Wis. . 
Harnischfoger Corp. as show the technical and manage- 

NORTHWEST, | sod $. D s pars M. R Charlson, PE ment opportunities within an in- 
Hidmund N. Dohr, PE | 804 8. Dewey St. 84759 . R. Charlson, PE asial MAHA 
Supervising Engr.’ Dist. | Eau Claire, Wis. dustrial company. 
Wisconsin Telephone Co. \ te . 

SOUTHEAST. | And training is not the only 

Glenn E. Pochls, PE | 2708 Westwood E-6731 | John Nielsen, PE thing. The individual himself 
Design Engineer | Racine, Wis. | an his k and 
J.T. Case | | should be happy in his work, an 
Lorch B. Cleyen, PE | 2302 Coolidge St. E-4599 | A.C. Besserdich, Pe ~~ he should be suited for the job. 
We Sone Bae calL OC EAR: |, Mesinon 2. Wiis: | Industry is looking for men who 

James I. Maloney, PE | syene Ra, Rt. 3 2877 | A. C. Besserdich, PE know what they want, what they 
Engineer Plant Div. | Madison 5, Wis. | like, and what they will be doing 
Wis. State Bureau of Engr. | | hen tt hited > 
William Sayles, PE | 663 State Office Bldg. K-5372 | H. E. Wirth, PE when, they rare: Muned. 
Engr. Water Power See. | R. E. Purucker, PE og _ . 
Public Servles Comm, of Wisconsin | | Career surveys, like Procter & 
Frederick W. Fuchs, ET 1109 Galena St. | BT-2004 | R. E. Krempel, PE Gamble’s Summer employment 
Sneial Brijects: Engr, Janesville, Wis. | | programs, help students make these ox Body Co. | oe Thee hal cea 
Delbert D. Glass, BT 912 W. Wisconsin St. | ET-1650 | H. V. Tennant, PE gecisions: “Lhey: Help men pick the 
Hngineer | ne Portage, Wis. | right job. They help industry get 
Jeneral Engineering Co. | ‘ 
" cui | ; the right men. THE END 
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Campus News and Canada. A high level of scho- time professional and technical po- 
mde ot ay BE lastic achievement, a demonstrated sitions at grade 5; however, those 

(Continued from page 28) interest in tool engineering as a with outstanding collegiate records 
in the past and have met with the career, and financial need are the as well as those with at least six 
approval of both the faculty and basic requirements to qualify. months’ student-trainee experience 
the parents. Application forms have been sent may be appointed at grade 7. Nor- 

to the Deans of 400 engineering mal entrance salaries for these 
ASTE EDUCATION AWARDS schools. Selection of winners will grades are $4,040 and $4,980 a year, 

PROGRAM OFFERS TWENTY be made by the ASTE National respectively, but for most engineer- 
SCHOLARSHIPS TO ENGI- Education Committee early in ing and science positions entrance 

NEERING STUDENTS March. Grants will be made effec- salaries at the professional level are 

For the ninth consecutive year, - pee ee pe of higher. In these fields, the starting 
‘ S oof : year, and will salary for grade 5 is now $4,490, the American Society of Tool Engi- 4 paid directly to the institution ry 8 ? os 

neers will again sponsor an Inter- 2 ai . tar hocie. and for grade 7, $5,430. 
national Education Awards pro- oe doartenly: or semester basis. 
gram for engineering students Fie oe a malta mie SUCCESSFUL ENGINEERING 
interested in pursuing tool and ance of the allotted Award. PLACEMENT EXAMS 
production engineering as a profes- 7 a a 
sion. This year twenty scholarships The Civil Service Commission re- : " : STUDENT-—TRAINEE JOBS BEING orts much enthusiasm has been totaling $11,000 will be awarded, OFFERED BY FEDERAL AGENCIES Pp Sy Coes : 
ten at the college and university shown a its new: examination aimed 
level, and ten to students attending Several thousand student-trainee _ at recruiting and identifying young 
junior colleges and technical employment opportunities will be — e@gineers and physical Scientists 
institutes. offered to college students and With outstanding ability for ae 

In making the announcement, high-school graduates by Federal search work, Government Scien 
ASTE Executive Secretary Harry agencies during the next twelve tists and personel officials, college 
E. Conrad said, “No force in indus- months, the Civil Service Commis- placement officers, and department 
try today offers greater challenge sion has announced. Most of the heads, as well as officials of na- 

to the young engineer , . . or training opportunities will be in tional science associations, have 
greater opportunities for advance- engineering and science fields. indicated considerable interest in 

ment, than manufacturing. The The Commission has stepped up the examination and its possibili- 
growing complexity of space age efforts to interest students in work- ties for attracting candidates with 
manufacturing due to the intro- study training programs conducted the desired potential. College sen- 
duction of countless new products, by Federal agencies and _installa- iors and graduates are now submit- 
new materials, new methods and tions, with the expectation that ting applications for the first exami- 
radically new approaches to our trainees may be attracted to careers _ nation to be held in February, 1959. 
production problems, has presented in civil service after completing Further details are given in Civil 
industry with a pressing demand their studies. Service Announcement No. 175, 

for ake “aol Engineer expertly The programs provide on-job which may be obtained from the 
trained in the know-how of mod- training for students in Federal college placement office. 
ern manufacturing.” Tool Engi- research laboratories and_ offices 
neering is not confined to any sin- throughout the country. Although 
gle branch of industry but enters plans vary from aera to agency, UW RECEIVES: GRANTS 
all phases and segments of the there are three basic ways to par- FROM DU PONT 
manufacturing processes. ticipate. Students may work during The University of Wisconsin re- 

College or university engineering summer vacation and attend school cently received $23,500 from the 
students who are interested in tool during the regular academic year, Du Pont Company as a part of an 
engineering or related fields as a may alternate periods of employ- annual aid to education program 
profession and who have com- ment and school attendance, or may in which $1,200,000 was awarded 
pleted their freshman and sopho- be employed part-time while at- to 139 colleges and universities. 
more years, may apply for one of tending school. The entire program is for funda- 
ten $700 scholarships. Juniors may As a result of the recent ten per mental research by universities and 
apply for their senior year, and cent general pay increase, trainees for strengthening the teaching of 
seniors for a year of graduate study. are paid salaries at the rate of from science and related liberal arts in 
Technical institute and junior col- $3,25 to $3,755 a year, according the 1959-60 academic year. 
lege students are offered ten to the level of scholastic training. A $15,000 grant was received for 
Awards of $400 each to further They are paid only during periods fundamental research in the field 
their second year studies of such of employment. For example, a stu- of chemistry, with an additional 
subjects as metal processing, plant dent employed in grade 3 ($3,495 $5,000 devoted to chemical engi- 
layout, tool design and develop- per year) for twelve weeks during neering. A postgraduate teaching 
ment, inspection and quality con- the summer would earn about $811. assistantship was also provided in 
trol, and manufacturing processes. After completion of work re- which the graduate student  re- 
Competition is open to engineering quired for a bachelor’s degree, ceives $3,000; and the University, 
students in both the United States trainees may be promoted to full- $500. THE END 
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\ values of typical structures of large LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN OIL 

size and high complexity, discusses AND GAS POWER 

the importance of the impedance ASME Publication. $3.00 

W@ , in influencing sage and saboation This Volume contains all of the 
— spectra measured in field service, papers presented at the 1958 Con- 

seeds te th apply impale = ference of the ASME Oil and Gas 
methods to the calcule - 7s Wo ccae Pivici 

MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE bration insolator effectiveness, Power Einaisiony tisanaite pages 

METHODS FOR VIBRA- treats impedance of some disor- TOME Ahad Meee: snd a re- 

TION PROBLEMS dered systems, and illustrates how view of eight papers on internal 

ASME Publication. $5.50 impedance methods may be a combustion lubricants originally 

Over the past few years, there 6 ee mesponse, 40 TAnCon presented at the 1957 London Con- 

has been a growing interest in . . ference on Lubrication and Wear. 

approaching mechanical vibration COMPANY CLIMATE AND CONTENTS: Artic Lubrication 

analysis from a standpoint new to CREATIVITY of Diesel Engines. Development of 

mechanical engineers, but old to industrial Relations News Publication. $10.00 a Lightweight, High-Output Four- 

electrical engineers and_ physicists. “Company Climate and Creativ- Cycle Diesel Engine for Naval 

This approach, the mechanical im- ity” is a study by Deutsch and _ Service, Lubrication of Large Die- 

pedance concept, is particularly Shea, Inc., technical manpower sel Engine Oils. A Method of 

applicable to the description of consultants. More than a hundred Charge Stratification for Four- 

linear dynamic systems of rather leading authorities on the subject Stroke-Cycle Spark-Ignition En- 

high complexity when only limited __ of creativity have contributed their _ gines, The Contractors Part in the 
information is desired. Feeling that ideas and opinions to this publica- Development of a Diesel Engine 

the time was ripe to review and tion which represents the first com- for the U.S. Navy. The Free- 

discuss the state of the art in this prehensive study of the effect of Piston-Engine Possibilities. The 

area, the Shock and Vibration Com- the internal “climate” of a company U.S. Naval Engineering Experi- 

mittee of the ASME Applied Me- on its creative technical people. ment Station’s Part in the Develop- 

chanics Division sponsored a Collo- Among the subjects covered by ment of a Diesel Engine for the 

quim which was held during the this book are current attitudes to- United States Navy. The Bureau 
Societys 1958 Annual Meeting. ward creativeness in industry and of Ship’s Part in the Development 

The Proceedings of the Meeting in the American culture, the role of a Diesel Engine for the United 

is now available. It gives precise top management plays in stimulat- States Navy. The Buchi-Telescope- 

definitions and shows how imped- ing or inhibiting creative work, the Valve System on Four-Cycle Diesel 

ance methods apply to lumped and other barriers to creativity in busi- Engines. Scientific Design of a Die- 

continuous systems of simple and ness and industry, how much struc- sel Governor. Development of a 

moderate complexity, reviews ture and control should be exer- Turbocharged Uniform Two-Cycle, 

measurement techniques, demon- cised in creative technical research, Spark-Ignition Gas Engine. A New 

strates the power of digital com- motivating creative people, and a Look at Diesel Lubrication. Per- 

puters by comparing the calculated profile of the ideal supervisor for formance of Economy Diesel Fuels 

and measured characteristics of a creative personnel. The book also in a Railroad-Locomotive-Type 

highly symmetrical system of mod- contains a complete list of contribu- Diesel Engine. What Happens to 

erate complexity, gives measured ting panelists and a bibliography. Turbochargers. Maintenance of 
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Fuel Injection Systems. Pressure problems, with radioactive mate- major problems encountered 
Fluctuations in Multi-Cylinder Ex- rials, material handling equipment — throughout modern applied 
haust Manifolds. A Low Tempera- in missile launching, and materials mechanics. THE END 
ture Supercharging System for handling in logistics for missiles. 

FES], j ] ¥ spark e ° Pte oe, Filot Oil and Spark Engineer’s Transit 
gnition Engines. Review of Papers 1958 PROCEEDINGS OF THE 3RD : 

on Internal-Combustion Lubricants. U.S. NATIONAL CONGRESS OF (Continued from page 40) 
APPLIED MECHANICS either to one end of the horizontal 

ADVANCES IN MATERIALS axis or to the top of the main tele- 
HANDLING ASME Publication. $20.00 scope. The vertical vernier is not 

It offers, in 904-pages, research a full circle but rather an arc of 
ASME Publication. $4.50 results, new theoretical and statisti- 180 degrees. This instrument is 

The thirteen papers in this book cal methods, new correlations, used only in mining work. 
were presented at the 1958 Mate- unique approach to difficult prob- The use of European transit in 
rials Handling Conference, which lems, new analytical tools, original this country is becoming increas- 
was sponsored by the ASME Mate- viewpoints, background informa- ingly popular. The European-made 
rials Handling Division. One group _ tion, and numerous bibliographies, transit is a combination of high de- 
of papers is concerned with scien- enhanced by a thousand illustra- gree of precision with ease of op- 
tific management in materials han- _ tions in the form of charts, graphs, eration and lightness of weight. 
dling; another with new develop. and photographs. Problems covered The system of reading the verniers 
ments in pneumatic materials are those associated with dynamics, greatly decreases error in vertical 
handling, and in industrial bulk vibrations, elastic waves, elasticity, and horizontal angles. Other fea- 
handling, as well as the applica- elastic structures, plasticity, visco- tures of the European type include 
tion of advanced materials handling _ elastic flow, fracture, fluid flow, observation of the horizontal and 
techniques to non-mass production aerodynamics, and heat transfer. vertical circles and control levels 
plants. A third group deals with the | The subjects are dealt with in 102 from the eye-end of the instrument, 
design and development of special papers which were prepared by 155 a. stadia interval of 100, internal 
equipment such as used for high recognized authorities in the areas focusing, dustproof and moisture 
capacity bulk handling, and for involved, In brief, this is a com- proof, few field adjustment, three 
handling nuclear materials. The — pendium of the most recent ad- leveling screws, and optical center- 
fourth group deals with handling vances made in connection with ing. THE END 

THE KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY ANNOUNCES i 

SELECTION OF CANDIDATES FOR 

ADVANCED STUDY PROGRAM IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 

in Conjunction with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

TWENTY-FIVE CANDIDATES TO BE SELECTED FOR COURSES STARTING SEPTEMBER, 1959 a OE EO TED POR COURSES STARTING SEPTEMBER, 1959 

Admission to the KAPL-RPI Procram® is limited FIRST Half time at R.P.I.—fees and tuition paid; half 
to recent BS graduates in Engineering, Science or SEMESTER time on job, half pay. 
Mathematics. The majority of program openings are 
in areas of Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical or Met- SECOND Half time on job, half time off for special nuclear 

allurgical Engineering and Physics. Preference will SEMESTER courses at laboratory; full pay; fees and tuition paid. 

bei given. to applicantswithiacademic standing §  Syecceyine [Fulltime eh job ful pay; up to 4 hours off each upper 10% of class. . TERMS [J week to attend classes at R.P.I, Full tuition refund. 
A Master’s Degree in your major field with a minor 

in Nuclear Engincering can be earned in about two Relocation allowance provided. June graduates may work full 
and one-half years, depending on individual back- time during the summer, until classes begin in September. 
ground. 

Engineers and Scientists at KAPL are engaged in applied research and 
advanced development of nuclear reactors and power plants for naval 
applications. Problems encountered involve every technology related to 
pioneering work in nuclear engineering. 

Discuss this program in greater detail with your College Placement 
Officer; or write for brochure describing the program to: Director of Pro- 

FF. fessional Placement, Dept. N 

ie) aa Sree ee Si Knolls Atomic Power Laborilory ee aenteh Dns OPERATED FOR A.E C. BY 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
SCHENECTADY, N.Y. 
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| 
fetolalepei--t8 of the thought barrier 

; Over the years, we have been hearing of many “bar- 

} riers” in science ... the sound barrier, the water 

j barrier, the thermal barrier. 

i | Of all the barriers, the hardest one to break through 

i has always been the thought barrier. Every one of : 

i these “barriers” has been conquered by men to whom 

/ the word, impossible, means:“hasn’t been done, yet.” 

i The sound barrier is a shattered concept, as dis- 

| credited as the phlogistic theory. 
Don Campbell’s Bluebird stopped all talk of the 

water barrier. 

f The heat of air friction against the metal “skin” 

of an airplane was supposed to create a heat barrier 

at Mach 3. Materials now in production can safely 

withstand the much higher temperatures involved in 

flight at Mach 5. 

Today the thermal barrier is being called the 

“thermal thicket”—evidence in itself that no barrier 

exists. 

An interesting point that all of these “barriers” 

have in common: each was conquered with the help 

of nickel-containing alloys. 

This is not surprising when you stop to consider 

‘: how many useful properties and combinations of 

properties are offered by the various nickel alloys: 

Corrosion resistance to a wide variety of solids, 

liquids and gases . . . strength at high temperatures 

ra . . . toughness at sub-zero temperatures . . . unusual 

4 electrical properties . . . ability to protect product 

7 2 purity . . . spring properties. 
When you are faced with a metal problem, investi- 

} : gate Nickel and its alloys. Inco’s List “A” and List 

" “B” contain descriptions of 377 Inco publications 

. which are available to you, covering applications 

i \g and properties. For Lists “A” and “B”, write Educa- 

é AK tional Service. 

; NCO, THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 
eree ears 67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y. 

NICKEL MAKES ALLOYS PERFORM BETTER LONGER 
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Alfred Marshall...on the tendencies of human action 

“The laws of economics are to be compared with the stand the courses of human action, and to shape them for 

laws of the tides, rather than with the simple and exact our purposes, whether selfish or unselfish, whether noble 

law of gravitation. For the actions of men are so various or ignoble. And since we must form to ourselves some 

and uncertain, that the best statement of tendencies, notions of the tendencies of human action, our choice is 

which we can make in a science of human conduct, must between forming those notions carelessly and forming 

needs be inexact and faulty. This might be urged asa them carefully. The harder the task, the greater the need 

reason against making any statements at all on the sub- for steady patient inquiry; for turning to account the 

ject; but that would be almost to abandon life. Life is experience, that has been reaped by the more advanced 

human conduct, and the thoughts and emotions that physical sciences; and for framing as best we can well 

grow up around it. By the fundamental impulses of our thought-out estimates, or provisional laws, of the ten- 

nature we all —high and low. learned and unlearned — dencies of human action. 

are in our several degrees constantly striving to under- — Principles of Economics, 1892 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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NUMBER TWO IN A SERIES 
ON MARQUARDT MANAGEMENT 

Marquardt Means Opportunity 
Every day, young engineers are finding opportunity at Mar- Don Walter, B.S.M.S., achieved 
quardt—and for good reason! Marquardt grew and still grows an outstanding academic record at f dati f % iti kill ided b n — Cal Tech, Class of ’40, while earn- on a founda ion of engineering skill—guide y an engineer- ing seven varsity letters. Today as 
management with an engineer-philosophy. Engineers are key Vice President in charge of Engi- 
men at Marquardt. And because engineers are key men, their Don an Fan i aus es . ip fe Ult es ws echnica an work and accomplishments are readily recognized and rewarded. teamwork background to lead Mar- 

If you are an engineer, physicist, or mathematician with quardt’s engineering and develop- 
ability to meet and conquer supersonic and hypersonic propul- ment manufocturing. 
sion and controls projects, you’ll want to investigate the oppor- , 
tunities at Marquardt, a leader in advanced power and weapon 4“ 
support systems for air and space. 

Meet the Marquardt representatives when they visit your ar uardt 
campus. See your placement director for further information AIRGRAET CO. 
and exact dates, or write to Dock Black, Professional Personnel, Vai Nuys, Pomiana, Monravla, California 
Marquardt Aircraft, 16555 Saticoy Street, Van Nuys, Calif. Ogden, Utah 
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* . . The solution which helium lique- withstanding a 10-atmosphere pres- 

Science Highlights —_,. a : gree pee 
faction offers for transportation sure rise within a 10- to 15-day 

(Continued from page 36) difficulties led CEL to undertake period. This is adequate for trans- 

the design of suitable liquefaction portation within the continental 

gas costs by reducing shipping facilities and transportable contain- United States. Stainless steel meets. 

charges, This procedure will also ers. This program calls for location the requirements for the pressure 

facilitate distribution. of the facilities close to a helium vessel. Carbon steel or aluminum 

Helium gas is obtained from nat- production plant for the greatest are the preferred metals for the 
gas is i a rE 

ural gas mixtures in the West Texas economy. outer ambient temperature vessel. 

area, Where it occurs in concentra- Process simplicity and ease of Upon arrival at a specific destina- 

tions of up to eight percent. At operation are of primary impor- tion, helium must be transferred 

present, distribution of the ex- tance in planning the initial facility. into compressed storage facilities; 

tracted and purified gas from pro- The process recommended employs _ it cannot be kept indefinitely at 

duction plants to consumers re- work-producing expansion engines, low temperature without refrigera- 

quires the use of extremely heavy, and requires the use of liquid nitro- tion. Two methods are proposed 

high-pressure, cylinder tank cars gen or liquid air as pre-coolants to _ for this transfer: (1) if an adequate 

having a limited gas capacity. produce the necessary refrigera- pressure is maintained in the con- 

Transportation costs are therefore tion. In this way, pre-cooling by tainer, helium can be forced 

an appreciable percentage of the liquid hydrogen with its accom- through a heat exchanger, warmed 

total cost of the gas delivered to panying hazards is eliminated and to ambient temperature, and then 

the consumer. operational complexity is reduced. piped to gas storage cylinders 

Another desirable result is greater through conventional compres- 

Uses of Helium cycle efficiency. sion equipment; or (2) a low- 

Both private and government re- The operation suggested is a oe tho bah cual can be a 1 

search since World War LL has ex- simple Claude-type cycle which am the helum: ee a heat ex- 

tended the number of uses for consists of one expansion engine changer to compressed-gas storage. 

helium as well as increased the — operating at a temperature below fs 4 ; \ 

over-all demand. Today, consump- that of a liquid nitrogen pre-coolant Thermodynamic Problems 

tion is 600 percent greater than it bath. A modification, made possible The thermodynamic problems 

was a decade ago. Until the war by a 155-atmosphere pressure dif- encountered in this proposed pro- 

years, the primary application of ferential, employs ; seoan wien gram of helium liquefaction and 
als a : si ngine i elium- ras s . 5 

helium was the lighter-than-air yr oboe he the saat not a transportation have received con- 

craft operations of the Navy. Al- Yauid vit the sec ei Aa siderable attention. Two of these 

‘ . iquid nitrogen rigerant. e ; 
though this use still represents a que HOBED ICWIBEES problems are: (1) reducing the 

: . : pressure of the helium feed from a ; i 
considerable percentage of the to- ‘ ‘ amount of liquid helium required 

1 : ae the production plant is 170 atmos- * 
tal helium consumption, other mili- : ‘ to cool the storage vessel; and (2) 

es pheres while the operating pres- eye ep 
tary and civilian users have been . : i : eliminating temperature stratifica- 

_. : sure of the liquefier is only 15 . 4 ‘ : 

making larger and larger inroads atmospheres i tion of helium in the container. 

into the supply of helium, Depart- ~ The “cool-down” of equipment 

ment of Defense requirements Pipe lines, insulated and shielded va whieh liguid hellun is the onl : 

alone have outstripped liberal with liquid nitrogen or liquid air, refagerant 2 wasteful because or 

estimates. At present, rocketry, make possible the efficient transfer heli Sele 1 heat if we “Hi 

: oe ; : d a - elium’s low heat of vaporization. 
shielded arc welding, weather bal- of helium from the liquefier_ to To reduce this waste a wall ROBWE 
loons for routine and research aero- transportable containers. The con- ea, Gk VGmaaee 

: ciyt ainers desioned by CEL are of — “r¥ogenic technique was adopted 
logical activities, nuclear reactors, tainers designed by © are 0 so that a portion at the ‘sensible 

aeronautical research, and low tem- a conventional liquid-nitrogen ] ; : ene 
oi | ows ‘Hislded, threasshell cong : heat of the cold helium gas that 

perature (cryogenic) investigations shielded, three-shell construction . s : a 
mys oe a th ev: 1 Yer a8 insuls has been vaporized during the ini- 

are the chicf applications of this with evacuated powder as insula- ay “« » 
“ : : | tial stages of the “cool-down” could 
inert gas. tion. A new insulation, recently re- ae ays 7 

5 : ‘ be utilized. This was accomplished 
te : : ; ported by private industry, has a : : : 

Liquefaction of helium, first i a ° by incorporating a concentric shell 
: fat thermal conductivity low enough we : 

accomplished by Onnes at the Uni- a en inside the helium pressure vessel 
a or ais oe POOR 2 - to. eliminate the need for liquid ; 

versity of Leiden in 1908, is rapidly 4 as to channel the evaporated helium 
Sa a nitrogen shielding. 

becoming a common cryogenic . between the vessl and pressure 

technique, Basically, the process of t lation Probl shell. This design decreases the 
‘ : ransportation Problems an . . 

reaching low temperatures (close po amount of liquid helium required 

to absolute zero) is similar to that During transportation, isolation for cooling by a factor of ten. An 

used in producing ordinary refrig- of the container allows the pres- operational solution for the second 

erator temperatures. Compression sure to rise to some fixed design problem is not, as yet, available. 

of purified helium gas to a pres- value based on travel time and However, early results of an inves- 

sure of 220 pounds per square inch rate of heat transfer, accomplish- tigation currently underway pro- 

vields about ten percent liquid ing “no-loss” storage. For example, vide a method of minimizing tem- 

when suitably pre-cooled and newly designed tank cars call for perature stratification. It is thus 

expanded. an inner helium vessel capable of possible to keep temperatures in- 
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side the vessel quite uniform so THREE-PURPOSE ‘HOT-COLD- . Use Prof "ry that pressure will not rise more LIGHT’ PANEL se Frotessiona 

rapidly than predicted. Being car- a es 
aed out aRtnEa with ae a _ peg Bagels, pethaps Tools Q = ae . 7 ~ . no thicker than a picture frame, Pa SN 
of liquefaction and storage is the may sonre daweosl : home ta aim. | NOW ] J 
design of transport containers of St tee a deche cp | 14S oH 
an en ae with respect to et LGA TE 2, waultess, Ane light 4 | x 
minimum gross weight and maxi- the Geet Eline, jue gt BEpett I  incriaes mental model of such a_ three- | | — 
= Pers nmanee: , : purpose panel was revealed by | 

The specific design resulting Dr. J. A. Hutcheson, Westinghouse | TRe= | | ~\ 
from this study will fulfill Navy Electric Corporation Vice President oS: D 
requirements for a liquefaction in charge of engineering and | MS i 

facility capable of condensing he- research. : | | | VV \ 102 

tum and de vering 1 To eee The experimental panel combines ) a3} | 
at a rate allons per 2 . : : : : TT { 
ae Ballons per nour into a single operating unit two of i | 
The liquefied gas will be trans- > : | A.W.FABER imported | | 

ne . ° man’s newest technological ad- | . L 3 
ported by insulated rail tank car . 2 . | CASTELL with famous D Ms 

having a capacity of approximately “°° shenneclectibaelagertion: | Black Gold graphit | L 
13 oD * lene th : on t f sth : and electroluminescent lighting. | grapiite, ren bs 
le ‘de oe cons." "tien late “i ° ha Thermoelectric refrigeration pro- | or LOCKTITE with Le R 
ca cafes eal Ge ‘hates i Reneiuilite duces cooling in certain solid mate- | NO SLIP SPIRAL GRIP U % 

: . cemmical FeAsTORNY rials directly from the flow of an | ld 
of the accepted design, has ex- . : . | lead holder and L ow 

: 2 : . elecric current. Electroluminescent | Sie 
tended the studies to the design of sol as . . | Black Gold Imported Rn & 

. ae tbe Bee och lighting is produced by glowing me 
liquefaction facilities with an : Wa 9030 Castell Lead. Eb 19 

nn treated panels no thicker than a _ ime 
hourly rate of 260 gallons. Truck- sheet of ordinary window glass Nothing is more ie & 
trailers with capacities to 6,000 gal- ns important to you in the iim 
lons have been proposed for the . The new foot-square hot-cold- formative phase of your | bal iS 
transportation of Jess-than-carload light” panel, composed entirely of education than to develop ig iS 

quantities. solid state materials, has no mov- | Professional habits. L oS 
ing parts, It produces as much porter hee | & 

Air Shipment Possible night as a Swat wight balls, can | Countless thousands of eB i 
a secspitiese ab iBata Tesit maintain a surface temperature ap- | seasoned Pros acquire 1a ig 

‘Small ne = a fing proaching that inside a household | the “golden touch”. ae 
are now also: air shipped in t aS refrigerator, and, by the flick of a It is available to you eg ik 
el peg bb es the Je SIX switch, can raise that surface tem- either in the world- [ e ly 

months, CEL has s hipped 12.5- and perature to about 130 degrees Fahr- renowned Castell wood | S&S 
19-gallons helium containers to a enheit, a temperature suitable for pencil or in the Spiral i 
destination about 2,000 miles fr vn dinant : , Grip TEL-A-GRADE | is 

t 2,000 miles from radiant’ heating Pp i 1u 

the liquefaction source. Four to ele with degree ; | 

five shipments per month have NEW TYPE OF UTILITY PUMP mnalcaLr. . = 
been made by commercial air lines. | Black Gold graphite tests | o—4 
The only special precaution neces- The amazing Continental Utility | out at more Sie 7 | — 
sary is a check valve on the normal pumps which all incorporate the | rie smooth aitties a 
vent line. This prevents air from famed helical screw principle have | and black as a raven’s | 4 

being drawn into the liquid helium no vanes, turbines, or impellers. | wing. It takes a long, = 
space by changes in atmospheric There is only one moving part, | keen point and resists | 4 
pressure. Losses during a typical turning in a tough rubber stator, | heavy pressure in [| = 

shipment of this kind are less than providing positive displacement. | drawing or drafting. : @ = 
one-quarter of a gallon. These pumps are self-priming to | Whether your talents are WF = 

If large-scale helium liquefaction hs aa h 25 feet of suction Hs | creative or interpretive, j ave reserve pressure ; 1 
becomes a reality, many research WAVE, TIED TESeIVe: /PEESSULG,, OW you'll do better work 
programs will benefit from a much internal turbulence giving continu- once you acquire the 

1s . ous uniform flow, and freedom “golden touch” with 
lower cost of the liquid. This would : : : ; : 

a sich etidiae ne from air locking. Properly applied, professional Castell 
reduce the cost of such studies as oo . tools. 20 b d 

vera Pye these pumps will yield performance ‘cols. 2U superb degrees, P the development of liquid-helium ? A : 8B to 10H. Pick u adit 
sd colidestate MASERS never before accomplished with . p _ i 

—cooled, solid-state MASERS her types some Castells at your Ce 
(Microwave Amplification by Stim- other ‘types: convenient supply oe 

ulated Emission of Radiation) and Small in size, light in weight, store today. BZA ie 
cryotron computers. The MASERS easy to maintain, requiring no | vw 
are vital to scientific progress in lubrication, this new pump is ideal | LE? 

radio astronomy, and the cryotrons for many kinds of transferring, | 2 
may make possible much more circulating, metering, filling, | Z 
compact computers than are cur- sprinkling, irrigating, draining, and A.W. FABER-CASTELL 

rently available. spraying jobs. THE END PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3, N. J. 
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 
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SIGNALS FROM VEHICLES IN SPACE 

The exploration of outer space has taken a new step reduced and studied to provide invaluable basic data for 
forward with the completion of the new giant radio future space programs. 

antenna which has recently been installed by JPL at Gold- The Goldstone link from space to earth will be extended 

stone near Barstow, California. This huge ‘‘dish,’’ 85 ft. from the present range of 500,000 miles to many times 

in diameter, enables the Laboratory scientists to probe that figure, bringing the planets Mars and Venus within 

still farther into space problems. its reach. 

The Goldstone antenna is presently tracking rocket This activity is part of the research and development 

probes far out in space. Information thus obtained from program operated by JPL for the National Aeronautics 

Explorer satellites and Pioneer space probes is being and Space Administration. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

PASADENA « CALIFORNIA 

JOB OPPORTUNITIES NOW > SYSTEMS ANALYSIS * GUIDANCE * COMPUTER EQUIPMENT * INSTRUMENTATION * MATERIALS RESEARCH 
OPEN IN THESE FIELDS ¥ FLUID MECHANICS * HEAT TRANSFER * AERODYNAMICS * APPLIED PHYSICS * PROPELLANTS * TELEMETERING 
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training ‘ 0 : : i ; , " 
a 

IS Training at DuPont begins the day the 
new graduate joins the Company. and 
it continues throughout his career. He 

= is usually given a specific assignment 
tailored at once, so he learns informally in con- 

sultation with his supervisor and his 
associates assigned to the same project. 
This informal approach to training is 

to supplemented by frequent meetings and 
seminars and by scheduled perform- 
ance reviews by each man’s supervisor. 

the It is partly through this method of 
training that DuPont develops its man- 
agement men of tomorrow. And _ the 
need is increasing every day for quali- 

individual fied people to. supervise the develop- 

ment, production and distribution of 

new products as well as Du Pont’s 1200 
existing products and product lines. 
So if you join DuPont you can be sure 
that you will retain your identity as an 
individual and be prepared for ad- 
vancement as quickly as your abilities 
—and job openings—permit. 

WATCH THE 

DU PONT “SHOW OF THE MONTH” 

ON TELEVISION 

ED 

iaat-g BT TT cs4 ite) 13h aie 

Prete fe) [c), Mel 1h 19 
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: So You Think o7 o You in 

You ! ou re e 

by Sneedly bs’60 

unknowns should have given the up with a blind date and told him, 

ridiculously low prices of $2.75 and “If you reverse her age, you will 

$3.25 per item. (Buying some for — get half of what she will be in a 

my  girl-friend recently, I found years time.” Being a law student, 

some of the unmentionables quite he of course did not know what to 

a bit steeper.) do with this bit of information. 

ae e Do you? The problem is to find the 

Thin, fat, short, or tall; The second problem ee Shae ne ot the isonet date Clue: 
Posie Gi be wrete he all. what harder. Manipulating the ihind ont Fie le over te the 

Gann are. Finiivs : numbers and ruling out certain nicht of he dance, ever suite: ne 

Some are sad. combinations should have resulted Night of the dance. 

Are they sovd in the following array of numbers: eae 

Or, are they bad? 281 2. A typical UW Engineer had 

nny as 332 once again run low on cash, In that 

ITH this poem as an intro- 7 all important letter to his parents, 
duction, Sneedly asks you 562 he wrote the following: 

to let him know what you 843 iD 

think of the whole idea of printing 843 wena E 

poctry, Since he received poems Sess ° 

from the weaker sex as well as 93292 MONEY 

from males, a comparison can be The answer being the final result : 

esta ndhet. ie of 93,292. Because he did not want his 
1e topics and forms are many, eee mother to know how much money 

but they all express a feeling, or an The third problem required some _ he needed, he set the total amount 

idea, in verse form. As the artist thinking. Here is one of the ways as the sum of two numbers shown 

creates, the poet writes. . ; it could have been done: above. How much money did he 

W hile Sneedly ad speaking of Add the ten weights together and ask for? 
artists, he would, like to thank divide by 4 to get 289 Ibs, as the eee 

Keith Halverson for his excellent weight of the five trusses together. 3. At seventeen minutes past one 

CUELGHTUITES . Let A be the lightest truss, B the on a Sunday afternoon, a camper 

Even though a lot of poetry has next, etc., and set up the equations set out in his canoe and paddled 

pon interfering with his clear using the weights given. It will | upstream at the rate of four mph 

2 Jo 5 then be found that ABDE added against a current of 1/4 mph. At 

about this month's problems. He together gives 231 Ibs. This makes five minutes past two, he drew 

has picked some out which will truss C 58 Ib. Using this same — abreast a corked bottle floating in 

not be too easy. So for those of you process several times, the weights the stream. Deciding against stop- 

whose middle ee DOE coward, of 54, 56, 58, 59, and 62 Ibs. are ping it he continued on his way, 

he would just like to give the re- found to be the weights of the — only to be overcome presently by 

minder that the earliest correct trusses. his curiosity. He turned around, 

solution is worth $10. . 1. It was St. Pat’s time again and paddled back, and caught up with 

" First, here are the solutions to one of the law students who in- the bottle just as both he and the 

February's teasers: sisted that St. Patrick was a lawyer bottle reached his camp. How far 

The lingerie problem was really wanted to attend but had no date. did he get from camp before he 
quite easy, Two equations with two A good natured Engineer fixed him _ gave in to his curiosity? 
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No, but poetic! Dm 3d — 

THE WORC oy x 
— I sometimes wonder who and what o 

gives us the words to say. © /) 
As they are said a brighter day 

is sometimes here to stay. 

As they are said we crucify 
someone, sometimes, somewhere. 

And sometimes, when we have to say 
the word—it isn’t there. 

M. Utti 

= 

(, > (Se) oy 
Ya ») DEDICATED 

\Y ~ ( \/ Openly I will not cry 
As those lonely days drag hy: 

\ For I must prove to be steadfast ; 
And strong and straight, alike a mast. 
So that when then I draw you near 

THE THERMO TEST I'll shed that hidden, held back tear. 
Oh! somewhere Carnot lies in state A tear of joy, then running free 
And Gibbs is in the ground, For united once again we'll be. 
But adiabats and isotherms L. Phi 
Keep going round and round. o 6 6 
But today we have a test to take, 
Tonight we students squirm. CAME THE WRECKERS 
The test is graded with no curve, His love reached out for me 
The professor is quite firm. As rust reaches out for new steel, 
The instructor reads the papers His passion weakened the structure 
With a corrugated brow, Of my resistance, and . . . 

He has to grade this lousy test I rusted. oo 
And he has to do it now. oo Gail Gaiser 

With F and Hand E and 8 Now this fellow got an education 
Things really are in quite a mess. In a mode of relaxation. 
Entropy and enthalpy Providing, of course, you get 
Whirl through his muddled head, co-operation 
Instead of seeing Q and P (And give her a bill of large 
He wishes he weve dead. s denomination. ) 
His slipstick is superfluous, So he swallowed his pude in 

contemplation C scales are useless here. Of this sad situation, 
So he flunked the whole damn lot of them; But the net result of calculation 
Tl see you all next year! . 23 a night with a relation. 

Jerry Last A. Tion 
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1 uy a by Bill Timmler 
-— a, 

g AY 

Two junior sized “cats” were loit- 1 wish I wuz a kangaroo A landlord asked his guest: “How 

ering on the street corner when I wish I wuz a clock did you find the room?” 

one said to the other. I wish I wuz the orchid stripe “Terrible,” replied the frank 

“How old is you?” In sumwun’s sky blue sock. guest. “I didn’t close my eyes all 

“Ah’s five. How old is you?” I wish I wuz a purple pigg. night.” 

“Ah don't know.” With polkadotted trimming. “That’s your own fault, sir. If 

“You don't know how old you I wish I wuz a zooloo gal you want to sleep you must close 

is?” I wish I wuz in swimming. your eyes.” 

“Nope.” I wish I wuz a mutton legg eo e 

“Does women botha you?” Or just a legg of lamm— . “I was once in love with a twin.” 

Nope. Ide gladdly be most ennything “Wasn't that awkward? I mean— 

Youse fo’. But this dumm thing I amm! didn’t you ever kiss the wrong one 

by mistake?” 
“Oh, no—her twin brother wore 

a moustache.” 
eae 

Fashion is a tyrant from which 
nothing frees us.—Pascal. 

~ a a a - rs Ea — ee vs 
: - hee a Ne cr pda “You would hardly know Freddie 

fo as te Bee of’ < ‘ 
pe a AN (2 Ll since he got back from Las Vegas. 

po AE ae n t Ps — He lost all his money there and 
|e : ark pe Lom. > 

5° a! ce i BS ‘a pe) “Hardly know him? Why, I shan’t 

an { Cs ¥ tt \ know him at all.” 
rb ZR A OD ee € 

a. 6 (vs , , i i “Where’s Dad?” 

. ip chal > f “Somebody made him a present 

a: cS -— 4 M a of a small bottle of brandy so he’s 

[A QQ weet | gone into the bedroom to feel 

< : at Zi faint.” 
Sg een ¢ p \ eae 

A M4 g Friend: “Has your son’s college 

: D x ‘0 3 : G Lr education proved helpful since you 
RY + = rs a ve 

ae > ” N aw took him into the firm? 

= Z OY Father: “Oh, yes, whenever we 

have a conference, we let him mix 

“Peter has grown another foot since he went to college.” the cocktails.” 
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ee ee 

eo 8 | From research to finished product- 

Phot h ks with th 

Mg tar ee eS , & A) ig 

= \E i. ae <-> Pn y lig ied 0 od hee oS. = . 4 a i — 
i Photoelastic stress analysis helps the design engineer 

Sparks fly as the plant photographer pinpoint areas requiring extra strength. 
records a grinding technique for study. 

¥) 

ee Pg —— Air "Today photography plays many important roles in 
_ ee 6 | industry. It speeds engineering and production pro- 

Ss Cat eee cedures. It trains and teaches. It sells. In whatever 
neo i <i, ~~ ae work you do, you will find photography will play a 

: ee part in improving products, aiding quality controls 
é a _ | _ : "a and increasing business. 

= “<< See Careers with Kodak 
ee ~S i With photography and photographic processes becoming 

os. ~~ gl yo increasingly important in the business and industry of * en — os : 0 tomorrow, there are new and challenging opportunities at ™A ea | | Kodak in research, engineering, electronics, design and 
_ & ~~ Te production. 

Sa . 7; If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, 
~ ~ write for information about careers with Kodak. Address: 

Giant machines produce a flow of photo-exact engi- Business and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak neering drawings—save countless hours of drafting Company, Rochester 4, N.Y 
time. > _ 

| ia bm ee id. | EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
74 goog | a ee eae ; vo aed @ ce oes Rochester 4, N.Y. | 
wa Pe - 
=. -— rw _ 

as es Color transparencies on 4 CLC 7 De | the production line aid Lge. 
o a / a operators in assembly AA Grae ie . | _—soperations—save time S = — RT 

\ ee and reduce errors. Cc .|.u=—(<hC— CL



we | 
ee : . . ° 
oor Interview with General Electric’s 

. q Earl G. Abbott 

1 : _ Manager —Sales Training 

bia Ps 

o.~“<e Advancement in a Large 
(_ ~-_- “~~ \" 

a i? Company: How it Works 

Where do you find better advancement plete appraisals of professional em- as his career progresses. Along any 

opportunities—in a large company or a ployees. They enable a manager to of these paths he may advance 

small one? To help you, the college make a thorough and objective within the Company to very high 

student, resolve that problem, Mr. Abbott search of the entire General Electric levels of recognition and salary. 

answers the following questions con- Company and come up with the . 

cerning advancement opportunities in man best qualified for the job. Q. What aids te advancement dogs 

engineering, manufacturing and tech- ae General Electric provide? 

nical marketing at General Electric. Q. How do advancement opportunities =, we believe that it’s just sound 
for technical graduates stack-up with ‘ - F 

Q. Ina large Company such as General those of other graduates? business policy to provide a stimu- 

Electric, how can you assure that every ss lating climate for personal develop- 

| man deserving of recognition will get it? A. Very well. General Electric 18 ment. As the individual develops, 

Don't some capable people become lost? TeCognized as a Company with out- through his own efforts, the Com- 
standing technical skills and facili- pany benefits from his contributions. 

A. No, they don’t. And it’s be- ties. One out of every thirteen em- General Electric has done much to 

cause of the way G.E. has been ployees is a scientist or engineer. provide the right kind of opportu- 

organized. By decentralizing into And approximately 50 per cent of nity for its employees. Outstanding 

more than a hundred smaller oper- our Department General Managers college graduates are given graduate 

ating departments, we've been able have technical backgrounds. study aid through the G-E Honors 

to Pinpoint both authority and Tes Q. How about speed of advancement? Program and Tuition Refund Pro- 

sponsibility. Our products are engi- Is GE. a“ SC 119 gram. Technical graduates entering 

neered, manufactured and marketed s GE. a “young man's Gompany' the Engineering, Manufacturing, or 

by many departments comparable A. Definitely. A majority of all Technical Marketing Programs start 

to small companies. Since each is supervisors, managers and outstand- —_— with on-the-job training and related 

completely responsible for its success ing individual contributors working study as preparation for more re- 

and profitability, each individual in the engineering function are below sponsible positions. Throughout 

within the department has adefined the age of forty. We believe that a — their G-E careers they receive fre- 

share of that responsibility. There- job should be one for which you are — quent _ appraisals as a guide for self 

fore, outstanding performance is qualified, but above all it should be development. Company-conduct
ed 

readily recognized. one that challenges your ability. As courses are offered again at all 

Ob Wihol'sine <ese,cve<opportuniti
se YOU. Master ene job we feel that evels of the organization. These 

for advancement limited to openings consideration should be given to help professionals gain the increas- 

within the department? moving you to a position of greater ingly higher levels of education 
responsibility. This is working, for demanded by the complexities of 

A. Not at all. That’s one of the in the professional field, one out of modern business. Our goal is to see 

advantages of our decentralized four of our people are in positions of — every man advance to the full limits 

organization. It creates small oper- greater responsibility today than of his capabilities. 

ations that individuals can ‘‘get their they were a year ago. . 

arms around”, and still reserves and @. Some men want to remain in a If you have other questions or want 

enhances the inherent advantages of — . nacialized «alt information on our programs for 
< : pecialized technical job rather than go technical graduat ite to E. G 

a large company. Widely diverse into managerial work. How does this ce nteat oF ug CS, WUTHE 00 ies 

opportunities and promotions are ‘ Abbott, Section 959-9, General 
affect their advancement? . 

available on a Company-wide basis. Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
. A. At G.E. there are many paths 

Q. But how does a department find the which lead to higher positions of 

best man, Company-wide? recognition and prestige. Every man *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

A. We’ve developed personnel reg- _ is essentially free to select the course cussing: @ Qualities We Look For 

isters to assure that the best quali- which best fits both his abilities and in Young Engineers @ Personal 

fied men for the job are not over- interests. Furthermore,
 he may mod- Development e Salary. 

looked. The registers contain com- ify that course if his interests change
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